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PREFACE
In 1979 Inner City Unit, the anarcho-punk band founded by legendary
ex-Hawkwind sax player Nik Turner, supported Sham 69 on their UK
tour. I played bass with ICU on this tour.
35 years later, I published a novel called Cities of Refuge. In it, a band
called The Vikings caper around the country and get mixed up in all kinds
of weird science, inept espionage and generally duplicitous behaviour. The
band’s leader – Jake – is a sax-playing front man bearing a striking, and by
no means accidental, resemblance to Nik Turner. Quite a few ideas in the
novel came from my time on tour with ICU.
I was already becoming occupied with writing when I did this tour, so
I decided to keep a journal about the tour and our experiences; luckily, Nik
also loaned me his camera and I took some snaps, and managed not to lose
them. (They aren’t very good, I’m afraid – but in many ways the picture
quality seems to match the mood and ethos of the tour). I wrote a little
book about the tour, got it typed up, then stuck it in a drawer for 35 years...
…and 35 years later, I’ve scanned in the text and photos and published
this tale as a supplement to Cities of Refuge. It’s free: I decided I should
contribute this by way of thanks to Nik and the lads, in keeping with the
spirit of Inner City Unit.
And the book is dedicated to ICU guitarist Trevor Thoms, who sadly
passed away in 2010. Never rest in peace Trev – it’s just not like you.
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DAY ONE: CARDIFF

The last hours are always chaos. This is the time to decide which of the
myriad possessions (frequently referred to as junk) housed in the eight-foot
square closet I call home might be of value on the road, and which items I
must exclude by reason of weight, size or sheer impracticability. I make
these choices by placing every item I own on the bed, and gradually
selecting the articles I want to take.
There’s a boy-scoutish preparedness about the selection process: I’ve
worked with people whose definition of ‘pro’ demands – and I mean
demands – always having exactly the right appurtenance to address the crisis
of the moment, and a Swiss Army Knife doesn’t even begin to cover the
exigencies the road can throw at you. After countless rechecks I'm satisfied
that I have the clothes, haberdashery, medical equipment, toiletries,
hardware, strings, software, leads, straps and other tools of the trade
necessary to my profession.
One of the key requirements for luggage on tour is that I should be able
to carry everything simultaneously. I test this now by putting my cassette
player and a bag over my shoulder. Now, the bass in my left hand, suitcase
in my right and lock the door with…er…my knob? (OK; put down the
suitcase and suffer the 5 second delay – impatient isn’t in it at this point).
The car is loaded and, finally, I'm off. Better still, I don’t have the
nagging feeling I’ve forgotten something; I do however look behind me just
to make sure I’ve got my bass. I’ve only forgotten to bring it once, on a
Dave Dee cabaret gig outside Bristol, and it’s something you don’t live
down. Ever.
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Driving away is a great moment, at once an adventurous foray across
the uncharted hinterlands north of Watford, and a temporary escape from
the compulsive mundanity of daily life in the civvies. I’m setting out on a
quest; the unknown awaits, full of potential, good and bad. Sometimes the
exploration will take months – the longer the better for me, because I love
the travelling: being a tourist makes me feel like a dick, but when you travel
to a place with purpose, and engage with it as only performers can, this
gives travel a rationale that transcends the usual rubber-necking, reckless
boozing and vacant conversations.
Unfortunately, this tour is only eleven dates in twelve days.
Nonetheless, leaving is as exhilarating as ever, off in search of the
extraordinary and unusual. (As it turned out, there was no shortage of
either).
I start the car, engage a gear; as I lift the clutch, for me the tour begins.

I've only known this band for a few days.
They were brought to my attention by two associates of long standing
who recently opened a management company in Denmark Street. From
the offices of Star Music and Hero Productions came the tip that Nik
Turner, ex-Hawkwind sax player and now leader of his own band, required
the services of a new bass player, the last itinerant having fallen off stage
and on his head at the Music Machine a few weeks past. (He lived, in case
you were wondering!).
After a brief encounter of the dry kind one night with Nik at The
Venue (we stupidly arrived after the bar had closed) and an exchange of
phone numbers, I made the call. I have to say I was wholly unprepared for
the pandemonium this small act would invoke.
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"Riddle Records."
"Hello, is Nik there?"
"Speaking."
"Hey Nik, it's Lil'Bit. How're you doin'?"
"Oh, hello 'Bit…er...actually…er...I should have rung you but I
didn't…er...have a chance. "
"Oh, why, what’s happening?"
"Well…er...we've got this tour with Sham 69, starting Sunday and
we're rehearsing tonight in Camden. Can you go down and have a
blow…er...now?"
Starting Sunday? Today is Thursday. I laugh. I like things to happen
fast, but this is ridiculous – the normal period of rehearsal for a tour is a
couple of weeks.
Never mind: I’m a quick study. "Sure, I'll go along; what time are you
going down?"
"Well, I'm not going down yet but ask for Trevor, the guitarist. He's
down there. "
"O.K. I'll leave now, be there in an hour."
"Great, Bit. See you later."
"Er...Nik?" (shouting down the phone)
"Hello…yeah?"
"What's the address?"

Why do rehearsal rooms have to be so dingy? This room in Camden is
perfectly adequate except for the lack of light. I think there is one bare bulb
hung on a wall somewhere. Shadowy figures menace the equipment as I
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adjust my retina to infra-red night scan. Eventually I concede the style
points, and take off my shades. A strange, lumpen figure steps forward.
"Hi," I volunteer. "I'm Little Bit. I hear you need a bass player with
balls...” (Nik had asked me repeatedly if I was an aggressive player).
Out of the lumbering man-shadow, a quick gleam of enamel suggests
either a smile or a snarl: I'm an optimist. The shadow spoke.
"I'm Trevor," it said. A pause. "I'm the guitarist."
And so he was, too – Trev Thoms in fact. A quick breeze through the
other introductions: Dead Fred, the keyboard player who had assumed bass
duties in lieu of the ill-fated acrobat. Today he was the official observer;
no-one had thought to bring his piano, and Mick Stupp, the drummer; a
lanky bespectacled youth with a bass drum so big I swear it reached my
chest.
I got myself set up, and Trev takes me through some chords – simple
stuff, but convincingly delivered. I get the gist, and we all crack on – only
for the others to grind to a halt half a verse later, looking a bit pained.
To explain why they stopped, I have to backtrack a little. I’d just come
back from three years in the human desert they call L.A. I’d missed punk
altogether, being out of the country. In an effort to catch up, as soon as I
got back I went up to Camden Town to see Souxie and the Banshees, and
loved it – refreshing for all the right reasons. And although I’d played prog
rock, funk, cabaret and pretty much everything in-between, I knew I could
turn up the raw heat for this gig, because I never grew out of playing really
really loud. Believing punk should be physical, I gave the bass some stick,
only to find to my dismay that they all wanted me to turn down. Fucking
wimps.
Never mind. At a modest volume then, we played for a couple of hours
and I think we all had a glimpse of the fun we were going to have on stage
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– it certainly turned out that way. None the less, I felt obliged to beat a
slow retreat, to follow up a line on a well payed residency in East London.
But the damage was done; my heart wasn’t in it. I was the new Inner
City Unit bass player, and we all knew it. The late-night phone call from
Nik confirmed it. Two days later, after a scant six hours’ rehearsal, it was
the night before the tour.

The corradiation of the Inner City Unit, the nerve-centre of Riddle
Records, the ‘office’, Nik's gaff, crash pad for the others in the group and
the site of this sunny morning's meet, are all conveniently contained within
the walls of the top floor flat in a nice terrace in Belsize Park called
England’s Lane. It's a lovely street, lined with trees and thoughtfully
fronted shops.
Parked out front is the ‘tour bus’. Hey – I had no illusions – didn’t
expect some luxury air-con coach with reclining seats, fridge, bar, colour
TV, video player and a toilet. I can only tell you I was just a little concerned
that we would travelling the length of Britain in a 1964 Ford Zodiac Estate,
hand painted in matt-black rustproofing paint. I’m not a snob; there was
just something a little improbable about the situation – an augur for the
entire experience, as it turns out.
I needn’t have worried though. Much later, after many hundreds of
miles, I could not fail to love Fred’s car; it was a brilliant work of protopunk engineering on four wheels, and did us proud…nearly to the end.

I mount the stairs to the flat, fill my pipe and settle back to observe the
departure rituals around me, which are as yet incomplete. (This wait is par
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for the course; the band was an hour late for each rehearsal). The car is
loaded and, after a fantastic amount of procrastination, we depart – Fred
driving; Mick, Trev and me in back, and Nik riding shotgun. I observe a
moment of silent respect when the clutch lifts for them.
We head for Hammersmith where we collect the final member of our
team. He is Shanks, our entire road-crew. He will travel with us to Cardiff,
from then travelling with the tour crew in their bus. Just as well really, 'cos
six in an estate car is pretty crowded with all the luggage and instruments.
Last stop for gas and we're off on the Sham 69 Tour of Great Britain +
Special Guests (that’ll be us, then).

The drive to Cardiff was uneventful.
We were discussing the turn of events that had brought us to this.
Many times during the tour we would be asked how we came to support
Sham 69, to which there were two popular answers. The first suggested
that as Nik had played on the current Sham single it was logical to ask him
if he and his band would like to open. This was a plausible answer.
The second? That no-one else wanted the gig, or was daft enough to
do it. Hard to choose. There was a fair degree of speculation on the way to
Cardiff. Considerable time was spent debating the nature of Sham's
audience, the efficiency of the security firm hired for the tour, and I'm sure
that we each privately considered the frightening idea of our equipment
being trashed. (Insurance companies have a remarkable penchant for not
paying up when I'm on the other end of the claim).
Circumnavigating the perilous one-ways of Cardiff, we stop two young
skins and ask for the Top Rank. They are very friendly; they compliment
us on the car, our style of speech and the fact that we are going to the Sham
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gig. They don't actually suss we are a band, nor do they give us coherent
directions. We find it ourselves in the end by spotting the 45-foot truck
and the crew bus as we cruise through a pedestrian precinct. We vacate the
car, arm the alarm and enter.
It's gloomy in here after the bright afternoon sun. We descend four
flights of stairs and enter the hall. This is my first sight of the full stage rig.
It features a five kilowatt sound system with two kilowatts of monitors (this
is a big monitor system: at a later sound-check the on-stage sound is so loud
I confuse it with the main P.A.). The stage is conventional: a two-foot drum
riser with plexiglass panels in the floor to allow for under-lighting the kit,
Ricky Rocket’s eight drum Slingerland set-up. Sham 69 guitarist Dave
Parsons has two Marshall stacks and bass player Kermit (known to his mum
as Dave Treganna) is going to use an Ampeg 300-watt valve amp driving
an Ampeg V4B bass bin and a Marshall 200-watt amp driving two
four/twelves. This simple stage setting is lit by a 64,000-watt lighting rig
comprising of a thirty-foot truss over the back of the stage and two
compressed air towers, one per side, at the front. There are sixty-four 1000
watt lamps hanging from these rigs, each focused on a certain area of the
stage. Singer Jimmy Pursey also has his own follow-spot.
We are introduced to the crew, who are eating their contractually
scheduled evening meal. I get introduced last, and as always happens, my
nom de bass is repeated several times with varying degrees of incredulity:
''Little Bit?" No-one forgets it though, on a day when thirty introductions
may hurriedly be made. Then we go to look for our equipment, still
scattered around the hall after its earlier removal from the truck. Collected
together, our gear seems at first sight rather inadequate in contrast to the
technology massed above us. I remind myself that size doesn’t matter, and
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wonder when I’ll ever get around to believing that, in any context you can
name.
Now we wait for Sham to arrive. Until they complete their soundcheck we cannot put our equipment on stage. If they take too long, we
probably won't get a sound-check ourselves. This is often the fate of the
support band, who may also suffer indifferent monitor mixes; the curse of
all opening acts. As if it wasn't enough to have to walk on stage to a cold,
often hostile, frequently apathetic audience and desperately try to capture
their attention, any band at the hands of an unsympathetic crew can expect
the sound on stage to be the distorted cacophony that only a couple of
thousand watts of misdirected energy can produce. The progression of
events in the next two hours will, most likely, set the tone of events for the
whole tour.
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L to R: Steve, Albie, Pete
Happily, Sham start and finish their sound-check in plenty of time,
allowing us to run through some of our material, mainly for my benefit.
Personally, I don't expect much of a good sound here. The acoustics are
terrible at this volume; the mixing desk is in a balcony level with the horns
and only thirty feet from the stage, which is on the long side of the room.
During the Sham check I listen to the sound from various places in the hall
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and all sound equally awful. One can only shrug one's shoulders: shrugging
other parts of the body requires medical training.

Nik runs through his numbers with Sham 69 at the sound check

The dressing room is conveniently located one floor above the stage.
Access is obtained by; a) walking 50 yards into the auditorium, up some
stairs, along a balcony and through the staff quarters; or b) climbing over
stacks of furniture behind the stage and then up a balcony which leads to
the dressing room. We opt for the climb down to get on stage and play our
set, handing our instruments to Shanks before abseiling so as to avoid a
long walk through a potentially dangerous audience. After a quick limb
check, we hit the stage and bluster our way through our short set with
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considerable panache at enormous volume, delivering half an hour of
relentless noise. We also get showered in phlegm.

In the dressing room depression is rife. The prospect of another ten
consecutive nights like this is daunting to say the least. Nik sits in one
corner expressing his concern at the blatant hostility of the skinheads.
Violence is an obvious undercurrent beneath the failsafe jeering and
spitting. As Nik speaks he dangles his hand beside the chair; his attention
is caught by something the hand encounters and with an exclamation he
lifts a motor- cycle chain from the floor.
"Great, mate. Just what we need." says one voice. "Yeah, take it on stage
with you, just in case." says another.
But Nik, inspired, converts the chain into a sax strap. He hooks on his
sax to show us; we burst into laughter. The macho chain image with his
already gaunt features and spike hair give him an air of sheer Machiavellian
evil. Many comments are made to the effect that the skins will be frightened
shitless by this demoniac persona honking at them, and considerably
cheered, we troop out to watch Sham 69 suffer (retrospectively) the worst
sound of the tour.
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Après-gig, and we have visitors. A dressing room full of skinheads in
fact; not one over eighteen. They are intense souvenir hunters, this lot, and
two of them scour the room for trophies, studiously ignoring our
surveillance. They touch nothing but say repeatedly "Got any souvenirs
have you mate?" in sweetly lyrical sing-song Welsh accents, totally at odds
with the skinhead demeanour.
Mick is asked repeatedly for sticks but he refuses politely each time: he
only has three pairs to his name and he guards these jealously. Finally, to
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appease the incorrigible skin, he offers a daffodil which he has been
wearing.
"Here mate, here; here's a souvenir for yer." Mick is proffering the
flower. The skinhead casts a brief glance at the flower and then at Mick.
"Naw ta," he mutters and turns his back abruptly. Mick sits back and looks
hurt, then very hurt, and finally pretends to cry.
Another youth pushes through the milling throng. He is a tough
looking skin with tattoos covering both arms. He picks up the discarded
flower. "Can I have this?" he asks Mick, who only nods. Holding the
flower, he advances on the girl who came with them and attracts her
attention by repeatedly punching her arm.
"It's for you," he mutters, "a souvenir."
The girl's face is transformed from sullen to sunshine. She is thrilled
with her gift and positively beams her pleasure all over her noble young
admirer, through successive layers of disturbing make-up. To ensure she
doesn’t get the wrong idea, as he turns away from the girl the skin points
at Mick. "It's from him,” he mutters as he stalks away. Modern love, eh?
And that should have been it, really. Except that we hadn't checked in
to our first hotel. Nik, somewhat vaguely, had claimed that the tour
organisers should have booked our accommodation along with everyone
else on the tour, but he did seem a little unwilling to test his faith in the
organisation. Eventually, after disappearing for some time, Nik returned to
the dressing room where the band, packed and waiting, were handing
round chocolate to the remaining kids (dubbed by one wit as 'edible
souvenirs'). We observed his crestfallen manner with the distrust musicians
develop after being stitched up enough times.
"What's up?" Fred demanded.
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"Well, er…nothing really," Nik looking vague again. "They've booked
our hotel alright. We're in with the crew…at the same hotel as them."
"That's O.K. then," says Trev, "let’s go." He picks up his guitars and
case.
"Where is it?" I ask, still having been unable to spot the broken glass in
the mashed potato but knowing full well it was there for the chewing.
"Birmingham." says Nik, deadpan. Simple as that, really. After a
wearying day and having played a fraught gig, just jump in the car and zip
off to Brum – 120 miles away. At 12.30.a.m.
And that's exactly what we did. We also took the opportunity to stop
for our first meal in the nefarious motorway services, which consists of a
good deal of grease, hot liquid and free milk by way of the dispenser, at
which I drank three glasses before heading towards the cash desk with a
fourth half-drunk.
"Don't go through that way." says a well-meaning Shanks, pointing to
my glass. He picks it up and refills it from a pitcher by the tea dispenser.
"Cheers." I laugh, unable to explain.
We drove through the Bull Ring, Birmingham's mysterious motorway
metropolis, for so long that we collected a police escort which, after a few
brief and disinterested questions, actually led us to the hotel.
It is now 4.a.m. The room bookings are not clear and we have to
arrange one extra room. I look at the scale of charges on the wall at
reception. Each double room is £28 per night. We need three rooms,
making a total of £84 for one night’s accommodation. I find it odd that
the tour promoter is paying more in hotel bills for us than we get paid for
the gig (we receive £50 a night, split 6 ways) but I'm too tired to ask
inconvenient questions, and quietly fill in my registration card.
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Keys in hand, Nik and I force our way through a maze of fire doors on
the seventh floor to a room that my key refuses to unlock. I am resigned by
now to these twists of the knife and make my way back to the reception,
leaving Nik to guard the bags. I wait for the night-clerk to check in the
crew, just arrived. Finally, he escorts me up to the allocated room with a
pass key, agrees that the door will not unlock, and returns to reception to
get a key to another room with me drooping just behind him.
This time Nik and I obtain entrance, dump our luggage and brew up.
There is little conversation; we smoke a bowl, kick back and let Stan Getz
bathe our tired souls in his cooling balm.
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DAY TWO: TOP RANK SHEFFIELD

Nik and I are on floor 7. One lift is broken. We wait for an
interminable time until the remaining lift arrives. We descend to the
ground-floor foyer in search of our inclusive breakfast. The dining room is
on the eighth floor. One lift is broken. We wait for the lift etc.
It is 9 am. The whole band plus roadie turn out for the cooked
breakfast, which is included in the bill but only served until 9.15.
Personally, I could live without this somnambulistic ritual but, despite the
fact that I didn’t ask for one, the hotel operator, may I say on her own
initiative, rang me at 8.30 AND 8.45 with the synthetic charm and
sympathy exclusive to impertinent switchboard girls with sufficient license
(and job security) to wrench innocent guests from their slumbers whether
they like it or not. After the second call I lay in wait for a third, every sense
alert, and had to concede that more sleep was out of the question.
The breakfast ordeal over, (the food was average) it was back to bed
until 2 pm, at which time the maid, by now rather impatient having come
to clean the room four times, looks like she's going to start with me still in
bed. I vacate the room, only to discover Nik at the centre of a heated
discourse concerning the payment of the hotel bill. It would seem that the
tour travel agent has instructed the hotel by telex to reserve rooms for us,
but to exclude us from the account on which the other bills will be settled.
Nik now faces a bill for £102 (including VAT) and naturally we don't
have enough money. Anyway, you lose street cred paying bills like that.
Some fast talking is required and Nik waffles like the veteran he is. The
outcome is that the travel agent will pay for today's hotel and the band will
repay the agent at a later date – no, really…of course we will. We also ask
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the agent to cancel the remaining hotel bookings. At an average of £100 a
night we would finish the tour considerably out of pocket!

The drive to Sheffield is cramped and largely uneventful. The cramp is
caused by Shanks, who will now have to travel with us for the whole tour
as there is no room in the crew bus for him. The only event of note occurs
at the end of the motorway. As I wake up the luxury minibus carrying the
Sham 69 entourage pass us at over 100 mph. They spot us and slow down,
so we draw alongside and wave. Then they overtake us again with Jimmy
hanging out of the nearside window, video camera in hand. He records the
event for posterity as we wonder at the Style of the Stars. Still, everything
comes to those who wait (I tell myself).
We find the venue easily; I know Sheffield well from past gigs, having
played here many times in working men’s clubs, the posh nightclubs and
various uni gigs. The sound here is a tremendous improvement on last
night and after the sound check we all rest as best we can while Fred goes
in search of a hotel he knows which he claims will be dirt cheap. I pay a
visit to Thorntons, the Sheffield based confectioners, purchase a bag of the
Continental Chocolate Assortment and some toffee, and head back to the
gig to share them out. Or not.

Tonight's appearance is of a different order. The sound, on stage and
off, is clear and precise and the audience far less hostile. We deliver the
business to mild acclaim and still more spitting. Nik tells the skinheads at
one point not to spit too much. "You should be saving that for Sham," he
advises them. We laugh as we tear into the next cataclysmic assault. Our
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delivery of the material is already becoming more aggressive in the mirror
of the audience we are facing. And facing in the animal sense too. I stand
on the edge of the stage thrusting spikey low notes at the skinheads as they
spit at us. Ignoring the barrage, I give them the deaths-head grin and step
forward – at them – and never miss a note. At the end of the number,
several hands are proffered, which I shake in turn while wiping my face.
As I return to my amp, Fred leans over his piano to me. “Getting
credibility with the skins, eh?" He looks impressed.
I shrug. I’m not going out of my way to gain cred with people who spit
at me. It’s the challenge – primal and seriously unpleasant: you can't back
down from this bunch – if you do, they’ll be all over the stage and the gear
will just be all over. Anyway, fuck them: I’m not going to be intimidated
by the audience. It’s territorial; I earned the right to stand up here, and I’m
going to hold my ground.
There was food in the dressing room when we got off stage. It was left
over from the catering specified in a rider on the Sham 69 contract and
Albie, the stage manager, had thoughtfully brought us down a selection
when the band were through – the first of many kind and generous things
the crew did for us. There was also a reporter from Record Mirror who was
sober enough to have enjoyed our set a great deal, although too pissed to
talk coherently about it. Between the band, the bouncers and the young
punks who had found their way back stage the food disappeared in a trice.
"Bunch of gannets," came the comment from one side of the room. I
agree, unable as I am to find any brown bread on which to put the pate.
I’m telling you - it's things like this, the small, seemingly unimportant
things, like pate without fresh, thin-sliced granary, that can bring a tour
like this to a disastrous end – or would if we weren’t all starving, and broke.
I lick my fingers and eat up.
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Cut to the underground car park below the club: both bands have
arrived simultaneously and are climbing into their respective transports.
Jimmy Pursey runs over to us and excitedly describes the incredulity in his
bus as, coming up behind us on the motorway, they studied our rear
bumper. It was only three inches off the road, he tells us. Just like it is now,
as a matter of fact.
“Ow many of yers in that, then? " Jimmy points at our 'B' registration
Ford Zodiac Estate, which is loitering beside us in a sinister, hand-painted,
matt-black kinda way.
"Six plus our luggage and guitars," says Nik.
"You're fucking joking." whispers Jimmy, in awe. Then he throws back
his head, rams his hands into the pockets of his famous overcoat and dances
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like a loon round and round the car park concrete, laughing his head off.
The whole scene is observed by three young punkettes who have, until now,
shown more interest in us and our food than in Sham 69. All this changes
fast. As Jimmy reaches the open doors of his bus the massive stereo fills the
car park with a Sham tape. The volume is astonishing from thirty feet and
I figure that the air pressure with the doors shut would give the staunchest
rocker a nosebleed. Our punkettes are drawn like flies though, and as we
drive off we see them being pulled into the bus.
"Won't see them again." mutters Trev. They had been invited back to
our hotel and blood was running a little warm. Even Nik, our leader, had
deserted us. Well, a fluke really; Sham had a T.V. to do the next morning
and wanted Nik to do it with them, so he would stay in their hotel tonight,
perhaps to make sure he was on hand next day – not saying Nik’s unreliable
or anything.
Their hotel, the Hallam Towers, is Sheffield's 5 star; our hotel, the
Alexandria, is a working class pub with rooms above at £5.50 per night
including breakfast, and décor-wise, looks like it. It's clean though, and the
woman who runs it is friendly in that acid Yorkshire fashion. Any
experienced traveller will tell you that these are the only things that really
matter. That and the price. Can't say I blame the girls on their choice,
though, and although we don’t know it, we will see them again. But not
tonight.

If you put five high, hungry and restless musicians in an old car at 2
am, then have them drive aimlessly round Sheffield looking for a tea-stall,
guess what happens? I'll tell you what happens; with the inevitability of the
sunrise, four car loads of police appear out of nowhere. We watch in horrid
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fascination as they assume attack formation. To add salt to the wound, we
are brought to a halt not twenty yards from the only tea-stall we spotted.
And it was so inevitable.
Fred – driver and owner – undergoes intensive grilling through the
driver’s side window. He explains who we are, where we played, and that
we are from London.
"You came up from London in this!" A caustic comment from the cop
gives Fred the gyp. His car is his romance; you’d risk less saying bad things
about his mother. His responses become tart and unhelpful, and I’m
starting to squirm because if he winds them up they’ll just entertain
themselves for ages, entirely at our expense.
The interrogation continues; we all stare vacantly at upholstery, into
torches held outside the car, at the police dogs sniffing suspicion.
"Where do you live, Mr. Reeves? "
"London, I told you."
"London's a BIG PLACE, Mr. Reeves. Do you live in all of it, or could
you be a bit more specific?"
“You want my address? Why didn't you say so?" Fred is warming up
his Aries temper. "It's on my license; you can see for yourself."
"I can read, Mr. Reeves." Plod is getting heavier. Now we’re all
squirming. Fred seems oblivious to the fact that I have a piece of hash about
my person. The policeman asks to see more documents. Fred produces a
bundle of envelopes containing all the insurance certificates, cover notes,
renewal notices, MOT certificates and tax disks for the last five years – a
truly formidable wad of evidential bureaucracy -

and takes fifteen

deliberate minutes to locate his current papers. To add to the confusion,
the address on the insurance, registration papers, driving license and his
current home address are all different. (Of course they are).
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Daunted by the immensity of the paper trail, the law changes tack.
"What's in the back Mr. Reeves?" There seem to be hundreds of policemen
milling about the car looking for something to arrest. One of them has
inspected the rear of the car with a torch, but the contents are covered with
a black plastic sheet. Frustrated, he whispers to our interrogator
"Why don't you just look," says Fred, "you're going to anyway. "
"But I'm asking you Mr. Reeves. What's in the back, Mr. Reeves?"
Ever had your name used as a derisive sneer. To his credit, as the
officials get more heated, Fred’s thermostat keeps him relatively cool. He
proceeds in a flat, dry, monotonous voice to list the entire contents of the
trunk, including an itemised account of the voluminous spares and tools
ever-ready Fred always carries. Following which, predictable creatures that
they are, he is asked to open the tail-gate. Fred, undisturbed, proffers the
keys with laconic grace. "Here, it's this key," he advises, selecting the right
one.
As the back is searched, we continue to assert our need for sustenance.
I figure that it's worth a try to attempt the short distance to the tea-stand,
and I get out of the car. Only to be accosted at once.
"Where do you think you 're off to?"
"Er...just going to get a bacon sarnie and a cuppa." I reply in my best
cheerful chipper cockney sparrer, no-threat-to-man-nor-beast voice. I’m
short anyway, but I crouch down to seem as small and insignificant as
possible. I’m not really that conciliatory, nor cowardly, just starving.
"Bacon sandwich, eh?" the copper’s eyes calculate but I don’t want to
know the result. "Get back in the car, lad. We can't have you wandering
the streets.”
I comply. The atmosphere is cooling now. Bored, the police remount.
Fred starts the car and we move off, following one of the patrol cars.
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"What's wrong with this place?" I enquire, thoroughly baffled.
"We've got to follow them." Mick informs me succinctly.
"What! Where to?"
Fred gestures with one hand. "Dunno," he says, "they just said follow
them."
We all suddenly come very awake. We’re heading out of town now.
The grim industry of Sheffield's steel foundries close round us as we drive
out of the city, into industrial strength darkness. Paranoia runs high
concerning my piece of smoke, not so much for its bust value (it’s tiny) as
for it being the sole item in the band stash. To dump it would be
heartrending so we search the car for safe harbour. Fred tells me the best
place for concealment is in the back but as he says this, one of the policemen
turns round in his car and seems to look straight into ours.
"He'll see you as you lean over." says Shanks.
"Put it in your mouth, that's the best place." This is Trevor's advice.
"But where are they taking us?" I demand. We are still navigating the
satanic mills. The whole situation seems totally implausible to me. We have
been driving for fifteen minutes, so when the police car indicates a turn in
the middle of a long factory-terraced street I feel relief that we’ve arrived,
despite ominous portents and visions in which half Sheffield’s bored night
watch congregate on our location, arriving in vans chock full of truncheons,
for a little off-the-books sport in a deserted factory yard, with us as the ball.
A good kicking, in other words. Had Fred done for us all with his sharp
tongued intransigence?
And where we are shows where you should stick your paranoid
portents. We step out of the car in front of Vera’s Tea Stall, the pride of
Sheffield's finest. Housed in a 1946 Bedford truck, Vera stands there every
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night in the small car park between two industrial giants, dispensing hot
snacks to the twilighters.
"Couldn't let hard working boys go just anywhere for their bacon
baps," shouts a grinning copper from the window of the car. They shoot
off.
"Quick," I shout, "lets grab a table before the crew gets here." Everyone
screams with laughter, clearly more a release of tension than a product of
my wit.
We jostle noisily as we place our orders. When we queue up in a
disordered heap, Vera, a lovely fragile lady in her late fifties, quiet and
austere like a war widow in an Ealing Film, raises her eyebrows
momentarily, then smiles a maternal welcome at out antics, which are
child-like; a bit noisy, but clearly unthreatening.
She asks us where we've been playing, and we tell her of our escort. She
laughs.
"They all come here." she says, filling huge mugs with scalding tea. She
doesn't have cups on the stand: it's strictly for men. An expensive sports car
pulls up, and two incredibly beautiful, chic women get out. They order
food, and drink huge mugs of tea.
As we wait for our respective orders, Fred engages one of these exotic
creatures in the most unlikely conversation. He asks her about her car (a
Datsun 280 Z), how many cylinders it has, what kind of carburation, what
horse-power, its safe revving range: his approach is knowingly surreal;
blatant incredulity on a foundation of ready opportunism…just in case.
The woman is baffled at first, but makes a comeback as Fred now describes
the power unit of the limo. Having connected the dots between the strange
but personable Fred, the rest of us, and the extraordinary car, she’s clearly
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quite incredulous and is obviously waiting to give Fred his overdue
termination. She sees her chance.
"…still, the extra horse-power that you develop is expensive. That
formation uses much more petrol to gain a small amount of power, really.
Very expensive," Fred explains with pained gravity.
"Well of course, that's something I don't have to worry about,” she
retorts in a voice that could strangle chickens. Fred bursts out laughing and
I join in. Then the grub arrives and the girls move rapidly away.
Vera's basic menu is anything you want so long as it'll fit into a bap.
Our orders are conservative really; eggs, bacon, sausages etc. As we munch,
another car full of girls turn up, this time rather more inclined to
conversation. In fact, this little spot of clear ground in Sheffield's steel heart
is teeming with people, and the informal nature of the floor-plan gives rise
to much conversation. I notice that the lorry has been in place so long that
concrete bollards marking off the car park area actually surround the
vehicle. There's no way to get it out again!
The only setback to Vera’s is the temperature, which tonight is too low
for comfortable dining. It is this discomfort that causes us to head back to
the hotel, assuming we can find it that is. We depart, after dragging the
implacable Fred away from the car of the latest female arrivals, to whom he
is, rather oddly, distributing free, but empty album covers from the back
of the car.
He's a tryer, is our Fred.
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DAY THREE: BLACKBURN
I was the only member of our entourage not to get up for breakfast.
Instead, I scrounge a cup of tea and a bowl of soup, then join the others.
We all leave the darkness of the pub for the third day of brilliant sunshine,
to walk aimlessly through the city centre – until I remember I’ve consumed
my last chocolate. I immediately set off in the direction of Thorntons while
the others amble in the opposite direction.
We leave most of our baggage behind today: Blackburn is only an hour
and a half's drive from Sheffield, so we decide to return here tonight after
the gig. In this spectacular weather we elect for the scenic route, the A57
between Sheffield and Manchester, which carries us high over the moors
through Snake Pass. It’s a glorious journey, reminding us of the sheer force
of nature's raw architecture; so many living colours that soften the harsh
realities of a landscape still fleeced with spring snow. There is little sign of
man's hostility to his environment here, just unforgiving rock, the marsh,
jagged rift and undulating dale; all topped by the stark, shattered horizon.
After Sheffield’s dying industrial wasteland, it leaves a powerful impression
on me.

The acoustics of King George's Hall, Blackburn, leave a great deal to
be desired. The problem here is echo, echo, echo, and we cannot play
quietly enough to minimise it. There is a fatalistic air to the sound check,
only relieved when tour manager Albie, sporting a camera, insists on taking
photos of me. Much amused by the Peruvian alpaca poncho I wear when I
travel, he tells me repeatedly "I gotta get a picture of you, Little Bit…they'll
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never believe this; God I gotta getta picture..." He actually has all the stage
lights turned up, and snaps away.
In truth, my poncho does good P.R. for me. Albie tells me later that
Jimmy, at the first sound check, accosted him and demanded to know 'who
the gnome with the blanket on' was. Nothing like arousing curiosity for an
immediate, if diminutive, impression. (I put the poncho away after a few
days – too much bovver: I was rather naive, on reflection, flaunting such a
blatantly 'hippy' garment around so much cropped hair, boots and braces).
Our impromptu photo-session complete, we decamp to our dressing
room. Albie re-appears, this time carrying trays of food.
"Here you go, boys. Don't say I didn't look after you." We thank him
from the bottom of our collectively empty stomachs and start to dig in. "By
the way," Albie looks mischievous, "don't want to rush you or anything
but…" he glances round the room at our half-filled mouths.
"Yes?" says Nik.
"You're on in ten minutes."
There is much groaning and choking.

If the performance is going well, I don't think about it. That is, I'm not
necessarily aware of the success rate in our communication as my attention
is focused entirely on playing.
But I sure as hell know when I'm not getting across. Like a subliminal
disturbance, I can feel a distraction. From the outset of an act, an artist
must probe the collective tides and fluxes in the emotions of his audience.
But tonight, nothing so refined is possible. I might as well be deaf, dumb
and blind; I can’t hear anything distinct at all; not my bass, not the piano
player whose gear is right next to mine, not the beat, guitar, sax, anything
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at all. It’s all swamped by our own misdirected power and the structure of
the building. Covered in an aural equivalent of dry-ice; a thick blanket of
'other' sound, squat and gross, clear as mud. And the faces of our audience
are blank and bemused, totally uncomprehending.
I have this motto; when in doubt - dance. I stand in front of the drums,
pin down the beat and launch myself into a furious parody of the heavy
metal pogo. For the remainder of the set I just run around using every bit
of stage space I can get to, in a manner best described as demented.
Mind you, compromise can exact a painful price: concentrating on
visual impact leads me to another kind of impact when, at the climax of
our last number, a wild and thankful release overtakes me. I throw off my
bass, hurl it around my head on the end of its strap and over the heads of
the audience. The band are astonished, but not as much as I am when the
bass travels full circle and I hit myself violently upside the head with what
is, at that moment, a thirty-pound plank of hardwood and steel travelling
at considerable angular velocity.

When a roadie tells you he has some girls for the band, you'd better
watch out! These four, armed with stick-insect cameras which they click in
unison, burn my eyes out in brilliant arcs of ultra-white. Just what I need
as I wind down after a gig, shivering and vacant; a disinterested fan of some
other band, killing time by ordering me around the room seeking an
allegedly photogenic position.
Then comes the ordeal of the autographs. I have nothing against
people collecting them but when I sign a book for a girl who asks me if I'm
the roadie, I’m a little troubled. One of the girls is a stunningly attractive
redhead. She sits next to Fred and proceeds to show him her snapshots.
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Sham 69 hit the stage. Fred takes his admirer up to the organ loft, eighty
feet above the stage and plays her some personal organ music. It's one way
to make the show more entertaining.
A long way below him, Trevor and I talk to our surprise guests, the
punkettes from Sheffield. Nik had told some lurid tales concerning these
girls, Jimmy, his video camera, and one of the crew. Trev, out for a
vicarious thrill, asks one of the girls what it was like.
"How do you like it then, being a video star?"
"Oh…you heard about it then?"
"Sure. Word gets around on a tour pretty fast."
"Nice eh, nice…HAH! She has a nervous habit which prompts her to
punctuate conversations like this. She looks around the room, then grins.
"HAH…anyway, what 's it to you, eh?”
Her mate contributes a moral critique. "It were disgusting, bloody
disgusting."
"No it weren't,” she retorts. “Anyway, you couldn't see nowt. I 'ad a
towel over me 'ead."
Trevor and I crack up.
With Sham now off stage and receiving fans in the dressing room, we
get the overspill. Our room is crammed with autograph hunters, mostly
female. One stunning local, a young blond in tight red trousers squeezing
her way around the dressing room, falls prey to Fred's awesome aura. He
disappears into the adjoining room with her; Shanks reaches in and turns
out the light, also managing to slip in the miniature cassette machine that
Mick carries all the time. They only come out when the girl's friends make
desperate entreaties from the other side of the door, pleas made with
increasing urgency due to the presence, for some half hour past, of her
father waiting in the car park, come to collect them.
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Much of the terminology of touring is borrowed. The crack is a circus
term, but it is used and understood in this electric age by those who work
in the touring business; the moment the show has finished, the house lights
are up and fifteen or more tons of equipment must be de-rigged (a military
expression), packed into flight cases and loaded in a pre-arranged sequence
along the length of the forty foot interior of our trailer. I find it an
astonishing sight to watch vast complexes of wiring, amplification, miles of
lighting cable, scaffolding, monitors, stage gear, backdrop, gantry and
spots, bins, horns, even the island in the centre of the dance floor from
which position Steve Sunderland, Sham 69’s sound engineer, will enter
nightly into a three-way wrestling match between the sound system, the
hall and Sham 69 - all this stuff is collapsed quietly and efficiently into their
respective homes. Crew swarm everywhere as local lads – 'humpers' –
employed at each gig, wait for a full case, which they escort to the trailer
and help manhandle it into place.
In the midst of this mayhem, a most extraordinary and unexpected
sound fills the hall, a deep, melodious rumble accompanied by some
whistles and squeaks. It's Fred, who can't keep his mind off organs. This
one is a four manual job with enough stops to sink a boat. Picking up
courage, Fred blasts his way into 'Let’s Dance' - feet bashing out the bass
on the pedals. He is joined at first by Albie and Nik pulling stops and
singing in raucous voices; gradually the crew recognise the tune and join
in. I witness a rare and memorable event: thirty sweating crew members,
hot and tired from their exertion, singing an enthusiastic chorus of the 60's
classic, whilst packing the equipment modules, all accompanied by the
massive strains of the hall’s mighty pipe organ.
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Our last call of the day is to the other all-night stall in Sheffield. Called
'Hot Dog Albert’s' by Fred, who seems to know, its selection is much better
than Vera’s. We complete our repast with thick wedges of lemon meringue
pie, not your average roadside fare. I'd have been surprised that the food is
better here, except I remember the source of the insistent
'recommendation' for Vera’s the previous night. (She was very nice though
– don’t want to be churlish about this).
We eat and drink perched among the rocks and trenches of something
resembling a bomb-site: a lot of Sheffield was starting to look like that.
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DAY FOUR: BRADFORD
The man who cooks my breakfast is the most miserable old sod I've
run into in a long time. Despite my purposefully cheerful demeanour, I
can't raise even a smile from him, and I'm not surprised to find that the
cooked breakfast bears the mark of his animus: bloody unpleasant and
totally unpalatable. An old cabaret joke concerning burnt cornflakes comes
to mind. I leave the food untouched, pick up my laundry and follow
directions to the launderette.
Yet another sunny day, hot and clear. I walk up the Wicker, one of
Sheffield's imposing industrial monuments, reaching the crest of one of the
seven hills inside which Sheffield has grown. From this vantage I view the
sprawling factories and hazy skyline. Patches of steam and smoke lie daubed
across this grim canvas; despite the sunshine, all the colour seems to have
drained out of the buildings below. I wonder at the life of people who will
spend so much time in this twilight world of harsh, incessant labour.
It is a relief to wash out my meagre clothing. Unfortunately, I seem to
have come away with more dirty clothes than clean, and the selection has
been running thin. As the machine performs its convolutions I enjoy a
marvellous breakfast in a West Indian restaurant next door. A cheerful lady,
the sole member of the staff, cooks my food and fusses over me. She's
lovely, and asks me repeatedly if I like my food. I tell her in no uncertain
terms that her culinary efforts are well appreciated. Finally satiated after
repeated helpings she didn’t charge me for, I collect my washing and return
to the hotel, thinking that without little human moments like this, touring
would be a very cold and lonely occupation.
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In the car on the way to Bradford, Shanks tells me a ghastly tale.
Bradford is the home of many Mohican skinheads, who cruise the streets
in vans: when they spy likely victims they jump out brandishing axes and
steel bars with which they set about their unfortunate prey.
Yet despite our gloom and foreboding, Bradford is a beautiful city – at
least the bit we see of it. We also see two Mohicans as we look for the venue.
They do look fierce. They are also the only two we see all day.
At the beginning of the tour, I revealed my intention to write this
account. Nik responded by lending me his camera, suggesting I use it to
record the tour. I jump at the opportunity, since poverty and debt forced
me to sell my own camera at a more oblique period of my life.
Today, I go off in search of film. I also have Albie's camera, which has
broken since capturing my image, and in his efforts to repair it he has
exposed the film.
Film in camera, I return to the sound-check, where I endeavour to find
an unobstructed view of the stage. But the crew are one jump ahead today.
The lighting tests, usually held during Sham's warm-up, are already
finished and the sound-check is conducted in virtual darkness. Thwarted,
I put away the camera.

Just before we go on, one of the crew visits our dressing room and lays
out lines of coke for the band. I am very wary of the white powder, which
can be subject to 'roadie’s coke syndrome'. Cocaine in a pure form can be
euphoric and playing under its influence can be inspirational. However,
the crew members are less likely to be interested in its power of spiritual
release than in its ability to provide extra energy for a body required to be
conscious sixteen hours a day, working twelve and travelling the rest. I can't
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deal with speed, and stay away from it, but for a man with a one hundred
and twenty-pound horn unit in his arms, it provides a supplement to willpower at the tail-end of a tough working day. As it turns out, this generous
offering is quite good; a bit wiry but I know I'll burn that off in the first
hectic motions of our set.
I also seem to have made a big impression all round with my antics of
the previous night and several demands are made for me to make my
acrobatic routines a permanent feature of my performance. I concur in a
mealy-mouthed way, since I’m really not going to beat myself up every
night, even though it’s my greatest hit. (Boom-boom).

The atmosphere backstage is markedly different tonight; more relaxed,
more convivial and witty; we have played our best show of the tour so far
and the audience response is very encouraging. I could actually hear some
clapping as I left the stage.
"Yeuk!" Nik gingerly cleans his sax. "I really got the gob job tonight.
He looks at me and grins lopsidedly. "Got one or two of 'em, though."
"Got to give as good as you get. "says Fred sagely.
"Don't worry mate," says taciturn Mick, breaking cover, "gob leaves no
scars.”
Gob leaves no scars, I repeat to myself. There is general agreement that
this surrogate hostility is preferable to chucking bottles, chairs etc. Gobbing
is horrid, but it doesn’t draw blood.

But for the fact that Nik plays his (now) four numbers late in Sham's
set, we could leave after our show. It's hard to escape the familiar strains of
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J.P. and the lads, and will be every single night of the tour. Finally, and this
is a measure of my desperation, I leave the hall to brave the mean streets of
Bradford in search of food, along with Trev and Mick, who I persuade to
accompany me. My precautions are unnecessary; we don't see one person
under thirty-five the whole time we're out.

A little later the group get the opportunity to grill three young skins
who wander into our dressing room. They are puzzled by our references to
(and abject fear of) the local Mohicans, and laugh heartily at our retelling
of Shank’s cautionary tale. In no uncertain terms they dismiss our tale,
telling us that there are likely all of six Mohicans in the entire town; they
are also aware of the bad reputation Bradford collects.
"It's weird,” one comments, "'cos nothing ever 'appens here.” I get the
sense they are sorry to have disappointed us.
As they leave, in rushes Jimmy Pursey.
He slams the door and proceeds to act out, for our benefit, the role of
the star seeking a life raft before he drowns in a sea of demands from an
adoring audience. He leans against the door; he pants and sighs; he wipes
his forehead, glancing round the room with a coy appeal for sympathy over
his mobile features.
"Gawd, that's a fucking relief." he whispers, theatrically loud. He has
our attention and proceeds to monopolise it. It's a courtesy really: Jimmy
hangs out with the Support Band. Actually, it's quite patronising, but he's
very good at it and we don’t have anything else to do.
He regales us with tales about his house: “It's really gothic. I got all
these fuckin' WEIRD pictures man, really weird. When people see 'em,
like, they go "Eh, WHAT"…really freaks 'em out, y'know."
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About his solo album: "It's gonna be different (!) sorta…well, lots of
different things, y'know…bit ‘o this an a bit a that." He gesticulates rapidly
in opposite directions. “…'cos I got this juke-box , right? And I got five
thahsand LPs ‘n I just sit and listen to all this stuff, right, and it gets me
up…up and I think…yeah, that's it, a bit of that, y 'know!"
And so on, for half an hour. He looks tired, both ends of the candle
tired. Eventually, he’s said his piece and is off.
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"Did you get all that, Mick?" I ask. I suddenly remember his tape
recorder as I struggle with my notes on the monologue.
"Get what?" Mick' s face is stone-blank. We give him the group groan.
The others start to load the car.
I spot a roadie in the corridor. "Little Bit!" he shouts out. "How are
you?"
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"Knackered mate." I reply.
"Here y'are, Little Bit," says he in comradely fashion, "come in 'ere and
I’ll look after yer, don't say I didn’t." He takes me into a deserted kitchen
and proceeds to carefully unfold a wrap. Then he opens the Swiss Army
Toolkit he keeps dangling from his belt-hook. With the largest, sharpest
blade, he digs into the powder and raises it to the level of my nose, poking
the tip into my nostril. The blade is huge and I almost laugh instead of
sniff. Anyone looking in would have been more than a little shocked to see
a man either being held at knife-point or recreating a key scene from
Chinatown.
This perilous operation over, he prepares to take a hit whilst telling me
how difficult it will be to score, and how careful we have to be in
Withernsea tomorrow; all the groups who played there recently got busted.
So saying, with only the briefest loss of concentration, he drops the open
packet onto the tiled floor. We both stare, utterly disbelieving. I once knew
another roadie who did exactly the same thing in my presence. We did then
what he and I do now: roll up fivers, get down on hands and knees and
snort it up.
I'm pretty high in the car on the way back.
The bombsite is our final stop before the hotel. We stuff away,
squatting on rubble, piles of broken concrete, in ditches; Mick makes
comfortable with a tyre.
I am sent back to the car for camera and flash; reluctant at first, but
quickly warming to this task, I shoot a dozen varied poses of members of
our entourage under the starry Sheffield sky, much to the amusement of
taxi-drivers, two bus mechanics and a police car lurking in the darkness.
Shanks takes a few more, with me in front of the camera for a change. Then
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we troop back to the hotel, where I struggle to complete my notes before I
fall asleep. I know that if I fall too far behind I'll not gain the ground back
and most likely drop the project as a result.
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DAY FIVE: WITHERNSEA
The health freaks among us insist that we arrive early so they can go
swimming. The three-hour journey is uneventful except when I hustle
Shanks out of the front seat. We stop at a set of traffic lights; I grab his
shoulder from behind.
"Quick!" I shout, "While there's a chance, c'mon man, change please,
quickly now, out of the car."
Shanks, confused, looks behind, but I'm already out of the car and
opening his door. "C 'mon dozy, don't want to wake you up or anything."
I shout as he climbs out, looking around frantically with a bewildered
expression. Now in the back, Shanks demands an explanation. The others
just giggle; no-one else would have fallen for it.
"Thought I'd take some 'photos." I explain artlessly. Not that I do.

All that’s left of Withernsea pier; ships kept bumping into it
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Withernsea is really a large village with three distinguishing features
and the remains of a fourth; a hospital, a lighthouse, the Grand Pavilion
and what’s left of the pier. We have located the hospital and lighthouse,
after much debate we obtain direction to the hall. It's a 1930's style
building; long and low, with terraced architecture inside and out, hinting
at dissolute, period art nouveau, badly compromised by a very British seaside conservatism. Not a pretty sight.
This is also, somewhat surprisingly, a council promotion. The
remaining dates on the tour are all promoted by professionals, but here the
bureaucrats chance their arm with the likes of Def Leppard, Cockney
Reject, Angelic Upstarts and Sham 69. The posters here do not utilize the
artwork of the tour, but consist of hilarious little yellow slips plastered in
the most incongruous places, and looking more like electioneering
propaganda, lost cat notices, or the hand-printed 60's ballroom dance
posters of my youth. It’s charmingly amateur.
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Inside, we are alone will a hall full of pre-packed gear. The whole floor
area is occupied by our equipment. I photograph the profusion of flight
cases with members of the band half concealed in the anarchic imbroglio.
Suddenly, we are accosted by a plump woman, who limps over to us,
an approaching squall so wound up she’s berating us and our kind even
from a considerable distance. She is, as her label tags her, the supervisor of
this council establishment, and she's going to make sure we understand
that she’s not going to take any crap from the likes of us. In fact, she spends
half an hour giving us the do's and don'ts peculiar to the local regime: noone allowed backstage, but especially women - this was the only petty
example I could remember.
I know from experience that officious deputies will lay down
prohibitions on those who can’t argue back; the crew and the support band,
caterers and technicians. These are the petty tyrants who like to exert their
microscopic authority over us because they don’t have enough clout to lay
down similar laws to those in a position to dispute them – like the headline
act, for example. I ignore her, only smiling at her long enough to pry a
cuppa from her vice-like grasp.
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The beach is flat, grey, punctuated only by occasional tide-breaks. Sea
and sand merge in a uniform line along the shore into a motionless sky,
equally pallid and characterless. Two tiny figures, more like black dots, can
just be seen at the water's edge: Trev and Nik, in trunks. As they plunge
into the lifeless expanse, I realise that I am so cold I cannot remain here on
the promenade. The extreme cold makes me take a last look at our brave
naturists. One thought above all others keeps repeating itself in my head:
"They must be out of their fucking minds!"
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Mick is our quiet member. He's also the loudest drummer that I've
played with for ten years. But taciturn, well, I've said it already but it fits;
Mick would not waste his life making inane conversation. He will,
however, speak plainly and without hesitation if he had something on his
mind: he could be quite pungent too. He's got a keen wit, has Mick; he
only laughs at the best anecdotes, the best cracks. If he laughs at one of my
gags, it's can be taken as a compliment.
Mick's a fearsome player. His best attribute is that he listens; too many
musicians really don't. It's a common error – the player who orders his
listening priorities in favour of himself, at the expense of the people he's
playing with. Mick is obviously listening to me when we play, because he
picks up small changes in patterns and adopts his rhythms to suit - which
is just what I think I'm doing, listening to him! I think I’m following him;
he thinks he’s following me. Weird huh? But tremendous fun.
Anyway, once he learns to relax consistently throughout a number he'll
be great. Just now, as he will candidly admit, he gets a bit tense from
making too much effort and this causes him to fluctuate in his timekeeping, in his meter. He needs to improve his dance.
He also needs to improve on his prowess as a tape-op. Apart from
managing to capture Fred’s asthmatic wheezing in an empty room, he has
failed utterly to record any of the interesting events so far, most notably
"What's in the back, Mr. Reeves?" as the event in Sheffield is now called,
and our audience with Percy Pursey, both of which I could have copied
verbatim as part of this narrative. Mick offers abject apologies and
cunningly gives the machine to me.
"Here Bit, you take it. All you need to do is get a new cassette for it.”
This was a trick: little did I know I would spend half the tour trying to buy
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cassettes for this obscure little misfit machine. It was never used to record
anything of real value to me or this reportage, but it did get used to record
Trev singing his latest epic in the car one day, which was cool; we were
midwives at the birth of a song.
The search for cassettes was frustrating, but did lead to some sublime
encounters with storekeepers up and down the country. It had started
yesterday in Sheffield with a very nice girl in Woolworths who, I was foolish
enough to believe, knew what she was talking about. I returned the pack of
three cassettes, the ones that were too big, the same ones that she assured
me would "fit any machine.” They refunded me.
The next encounter, here in Withernsea, was really a classic. While the
die-hards battled with the waves, I walked the fifty or so yards that
comprised the high street. At the end I found a quaint little establishment
that should have been called "The Olde Worlde Musick Shoppe." Inside,
a prim lady with pink hair and a smart grey woollen suit attended me,
whilst an equally polite gentleman already in the shop deferred his right to
be served first.
I look at the woman, decide to come directly to the point. "Do you
stock miniature cassettes?"
She fingers her necklace gingerly, glances at the man and at me
"We have these," she says hopefully. She lifts one standard audio
cassette from the total stock of five. I smile and attempt to explain these
cassettes are no longer miniature.
"I've never heard of a miniature cassette." she says, now a little
suspicious. The man comes to my rescue.
"He's right," he assures her. "They have these cassettes now as big as
my thumb." He dutifully holds it up. "And that's not all. You'd be
surprised what you can get down in Londy y'know." This last he confides
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to her with an air of conspiracy. I bid them good-day. As I walk out she is
saying to him, "I must find out about this. I’d never heard of these
miniature cassettes before. I’ll write away and find out."
Miniaturisation comes to Withernsea, I think as I walk away. Being a
little bit, I realise I could just as well be talking about me.

We team up in a snack bar by the promenade. All six of us, plus half a
dozen mods in parkas and pork pies; all girls, all aged twelve to fourteen.
The owner of the cafe, Larry, gets talking to Nik and soon the entire place
has been converted into an ICU outpost, as we wreak gentle havoc on his
business.
In fact, we create a good impression in the hour we stay; Larry and his
wife Sheila are celebrating their seventeenth anniversary today, and as Larry
cracks a bottle of champagne he invites the whole band, plus Sham 69,
back to the cafe after the gig for a celebration. He says he wants to do it for
his daughters, two of the mods, who will go to the show tonight.
Personally, I think the offer is a bit too impulsive; catering for twelve or so
hungry lads on tour and clearing up afterwards is not the way I would
choose to celebrate my anniversary. I press Larry for confirmation.
"We would have gone out for a meal tonight, " he tell me, "but now it
seems the celebration has come to us." I thank him profusely; it's an
incredibly generous and sincere offer, made the more welcome by our sense
of being strangers in a much stranger place. I promise to ring him when the
head-count for the meal is confirmed. I can't predict what Jimmy and the
lads would want to do after a gig in a place like this.
Back at the venue, the most common topic of conversation between
bouts of indoor football and skateboarding is the up and coming bust at
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tonight's show. The supervisor has warned Albie; Albie in turn repeats the
warnings. We all discuss our brushes with the D.S. whilst on tour. The
crew meals are served and we get in on the act, impelled by the sage advice
from Nik: 'if you can see it, eat it'.
When the security team arrives, we have a good giggle. Usually
recruited for their brawn, the local rugby clubs supply the muscle and
Artists Security provide the organisation in the form of two permanent
security advisers who attend every gig. But this bunch are different. They
are rugby club members in club sweatshirts, but it’s the Hull Police Rugby
Club, and for every club member there are two so-called plain-clothed
coppers in their uniform anoraks and casuals. About forty-five policemen
in all.
This show of force is made much more ludicrous by lack of support for
the band; there will be so few punters that the police can form a continuous
semi-circle enclosing the congregation in front of the stage. (The supervisor
later tells me that reports of the violent following Sham supposedly attract;
National Front and Skinhead, British Movement etcetera, gave rise to
panic on the part of the local constabulary, and extra manpower has been
called in from Hull. She thinks the police over-reacted. I cannot help but
agree; hindsight is a wonderfully accurate thing).

Perversely – given the terrible turn-out – we play a good gig here. The
sound is tight on stage: as Fred points out, the stage has a low, angled
ceiling with drapes at either side. The shape is appropriately like a sea shell
on end, with the band nestled in its concave interior. The sparse audience
are cold and aloof. There can be little atmosphere in a half-full hall in which
every fourth person is a policeman.
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After Sham play their set, we discuss the security and the lack of
violence so far. Trev tells me about one young skin at last night's gig. Along
with his mates, he’d been giving Jimmy the straight-arm Nazi salute.
Jimmy, seeing them from the vantage of the stage, had launched into a
heated disclaimer of all right wing politics, especially the arm-raising neoNazis. As the harangue progressed, Trev witnessed a rapid depreciation of
the kid’s political convictions.
"He was almost crying by the time Jimmy had finished." adds Fred,
laughing. A precarious idealism indeed.

I am in Sham's dressing room, on behalf of a young fan who wants an
autograph so badly that, despite myself, I agree to get it for her. They sign
dutifully as I thread my way through the melee. With all four signatures I
make for the door but the bouncer standing at the door won't let me out.
He wants me to wait a minute. I assume by this he figures me to be a punter
out for an autograph, I show him my stage pass.
"See this? It allows me to go where I like."
“See this," he replies, pulling out his warrant card, "this allows me to
ask you to remain in here until my men have completed their search.”
Ahh…shit! It's all going off as I turn around. Efficient and quietly
apologetic muttering "sorry about this…er…just lift your arms" and "just
routine sir, just routine, won't take a sec."
Half the people in the room are now searching the other half in a
thoroughly perfunctory fashion, just a check of pockets, really.
I turn to the detective at the door, grinning widely. "Sorry about all
that," meaning my self-important attempt to leave, "I had no idea.” I wave
my arm at the room. My reaction is genuine and I am amused and
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embarrassed in equal amounts. The policeman barring the door is good
natured and shares the joke with a quiet smile. "No offence meant." I add.
"That's alright," he replies, "just couldn't have people running in and
out while we conduct our search.” He looks around. “I think we're nearly
finished anyway…"
He turns to his nearest man, who agrees that they are indeed finished.
"You can go now," he says, and opens the door for me.
I stagger into the hall and sit, astonished, reviewing what had just
happened. It was the lack of reaction that stunned me: none of the usual
panic, the empty head, the tension in my stomach; no adrenaline, panting,
thrashing heart-beat, the fear. None of that. Just curiosity, the kind that
takes pleasure from watching people in a busy street. It was just people
doing the usual daft things that people occasionally do: and I was watching
them, and wondering, as I sometimes like to.
But at no time did I feel the situation involved me: I was not a
participant in all this. I was invisible, walking through someone else’s
dream while knowing it to be so – lucid dreaming. And they never searched
me!
Time passes, gear is loaded. I inform Albie of the back stage
melodramatics while helping with an unwieldy case. We both watch the
file of police passing out of the back stage doorway and I venture to my
dressing room. Inside, the other band members tell a different tale.
"They stripped us." Trev informs me casually.
"What?"
"Yeah, and they looked up our bums." Mick speaks, very indignant.
Fred continues. ·"Looked at our willies too." he states.
I am aghast. "What on earth for?"
"Well, if you've been doing speed, it gets small," Fred tells me.
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Didn’t know that.

This late in the day, my thoughts turn towards our impending free
meal. It takes a while to locate a telephone, and I ring Larry's with the
intention of relaying to him the final number to expect for dinner; Sham
will also attend, making twelve in all.
But there is no reply. What’s more, by the time we have loaded the gear
a message is circulating amongst the diners that the meal is off, that Larry
had rung the ticket office and pulled out. Dejected, we prepare to depart,
only to be accosted by Larry's daughters, who tell us it's still on.
Thoroughly confused, we decide to drive round to the café and substantiate
one or other of the rumours. Actually, we get side-tracked for a moment.
Two girls, allegedly of the exceedingly friendly type, accost our car and are
persuaded to get in. Now we have eight people plus gear in the car. Fred
drives us round back streets and into a deserted caravan park; the girls,
much to our chagrin, are now much less friendly, enraged by the stunning
realisation that we are not Sham 69. They demand to be returned to town.
Certain band members delight in teasing the girls but they become
frightened and make too much noise. Personally, I have already seen
enough policemen for one day, and I'm holding the smoke again since
recovering it from where it was hidden at the gig. The demands of my
stomach and a growing paranoia prompt me to urge a change of scenario.
Eventually we dispose of the disillusioned ladies and make for Larry’s.
The scene outside Larry’s is disturbing. There is a coach and two police
vans; police are rounding up the local youth and escorting them to the
coach. Presumably, they are from out of town. I brave the enquiring looks
of the police as I bang on the door of the cafe. Larry comes from the back
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and opens up. I ask him if the meal is on, explaining about the confused
messages. (Sham 69, taken in by the earlier rumour, had left town).
"No, no, it's alright," he claims, "we're cooking already." I wave to the
rest of the band and they climb out, tired, hungry and disconsolate.
Once inside, the ministrations of Larry and Sheila do much to repair
our flagging spirits. We tuck into steaks, salad, and to top off our meal,
waffles made freshly to order by Sheila. The atmosphere in the little cafe,
occupied by the group and Larry's family, becomes warm and convivial;
conversations range over various subjects with easy familiarity.
Larry and Sheila were both teachers: Sheila and I discuss education, its
theory and the implications of chip technology on teaching methods, a
subject for which I have a certain fascination myself. At the next table,
Shanks is attempting to deliver a little alternative philosophy to the thirteen
year olds. His attempts to explain freedom of choice are clumsy and his
use of smoking grass as an example gives rise to some dubious thoughts on
Sheila's part. I intervene, diverting the course of the discussion towards
safer ground.
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Larry, Sheila, their kids and friends – and us. They were really nice people.
A couple of policemen on patrol come to investigate the late night
affair. They join us for coffee and we enter into lively conversation with
them. Nik particularly makes an effort to keep the communication going.
Good luck to him. When they depart, we consider the same move
ourselves. After presenting the kids with an autographed album and some
tour badges, we take a few photos with the family and make our farewells.
It's hard to find adequate words to thank this charming couple enough;
their friendliness and hospitality seriously offset the less pleasant aspects of
our visit to Withernsea, leaving us well disposed to its inhabitants, if not
its police force.
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On the way out of town we were followed by a car which refused to
overtake us. It maintained the same position behind us all the way into
Hull, some fifteen miles or so. I'm dying to load up a big bowl after all the
tension and aggravation, but collective paranoia prevents me. We pass
through Hull seeing at least eight more patrol cars.

Petrol is a necessity before we hit the motorway and we spy a twentyfour hour car wash, which we persuade Fred to use. There is much
screaming and laughing in the car; Trev's window is not shut properly and
he is showered with cold water. Finally, we are on the motorway heading
back to Sheffield for the last time on this tour. I fill up my brass pipe, pass
it round, and we cruise the deserted motorways. The only sounds are the
wind rushing by and the tyres rumbling as they drive us away from our
past.
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DAY SIX: BOURNEMOUTH

Picture the scene if you will: a lay-by somewhere in the Midlands; a
hot, clear day. Five members of the band sitting in the car drinking mugs
of hot tea from the nearby stall, commercial drivers and travellers doing
likewise. And Trevor in his trunks. Outside the car. Dancing around it with
a strange, lopsided gait. Trevor is performing some kind of personal magick
over the car. He circles it seven times (or should have) to the covert glances
of wary spectators, hopping and weaving like a demented dervish preparing
to meet his maker.
Today is the first day a long journey must be undertaken; Sheffield to
Bournemouth. It is also the first day that I drive the car, and it's fitting that
I should say a few words about it here.
The group limousine belongs to Fred, who, although he has no name
for it, looks after it with the care and attention of a doting parent. He has
owned this car for five years, during which time it has served as group
transport for every band Fred has been a member of. And the remarkable
features of this car are the modifications that the dextrous Fred has installed
to make the endless cruising more comfortable. But we should start with
the engine, itself a marvel of well-kept mechanics. With 160,000 miles on
the clock, Fred proudly explains that the original 2.5 litre engine is still
providing enough BHP (Brake Horse Power - a favourite term) to carry us
and our gear at a steady eighty-five. He attributes the smooth running of
the 1964 power unit to his consistent use of Duckhams oil.
"It's the only one worth having,” he states firmly. “Other makes don't
even smell right." In fact, he claims that the colour, texture and smell of
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Duckhams 20-50 are wholly consistent with the oil’s outstanding
performance.
Inside, the dash is dominated by a TR6 tachometer situated on the top
of the instrument cowl. It sticks out, half of the case-work above the dash,
and the face is almost directly in the line of vision. An invaluable aid none
the less; it comes into its own when a tape is playing or when heated
discussion is taking place, because the engine is too quiet and well insulated
to be heard at such times.
The car also has more alarms than the local bank. An alarm to remind
you of a petrol cap not secured. An alarm which operates if you remove the
keys without switching off the lights. Plus a devastating burglar alarm; the
switch is broken before the tour starts and we rig the alarm by separating
two pieces of wire stuffed under the rear-bumper. (One journey was made
memorable by the wires becoming separated under the car. Arriving at the
venue, under the scrutiny of the local police, we attempted to get out, only
drawing unwelcome attention to ourselves as the alarm is set off by the first
opening door.)
Then there’s the varispeed wipers, with a delay unit designed to match
the wipe rate with the amount of rain, and the 'light on a stick' in the back
which enables passengers to read during a journey 'without running down
the emergency torch', says Fred. The whole car is painted black with
rustproofing paint, red lead paint on the interior of the engine
compartment, and the entire ride depends on the "police" springs which
carry the load.
Fred also carries the kind of spares most garage mechanics only dream
of, along with a systematic toolkit to meet any but the most major crisis
(e.g. the car being stolen). Entrusted to me, I am today's pilot ferrying us
across middle-England. A pleasure to drive, this sturdy vehicle, even if
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second gear can't be engaged by the column change. It makes little
difference to me; none of my motorised friends can afford a full gearbox
either.
I must also mention another phenomena of life on the road; committee
navigation. One of the most aggravating experiences a driver can endure.
But worth the mention. Otherwise, a continual reversal as misdirection
after misdirection have to be corrected, which can get pretty desperate.
Finally, I pick up signs for Bournemouth and declare the debate over.

Before the sound check, we head for the beach. On another glorious,
blue-hot day I take pleasure in the winding streets and beautiful women.
In fact, I've noticed since leaving that I see more beautiful women in
provincial towns than I see on the streets of London.
This afternoon I'm escorted by two local girls. First we attempt to buy
cassettes for Mick's mini-machine (again), and on giving that up, we head
for the beach until it's time to return. Afterwards, I run the girls home and
find a hotel, a nice little B and B for a fiver a night, called – appropriately
enough – "Sea-Shells.”
Less endearing to Bournemouth was the atmosphere of tension back at
the venue. Albie is furious over the promoter's lack of foresight; the
contract states quite clearly that a crash barrier must be erected at the
promoter's expense (hence the lack of one tonight). This problem is easily
overcome with a stage of reasonable height and a few burly lads down front,
but these lads aren't stupid. They take one look at the two-foot high stage,
one look at the absent barrier, and fuck off! This leaves the hardworking
crew with a new, secondary and inappropriate responsibility; keeping the
band and gear from being trashed in the event of any violence.
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This is how it turned into their primary responsibility.
First of all, you need an atmosphere of distrust, mutual hatred, and
some violent tension. This is efficiently created by refusing admission to
anyone under the age of 18, despite them having tickets that don’t mention
the age restriction. The predictable result is a large crowd of angry youths
who congregate in front of the building clutching their pre-paid tickets and
getting very pissed off.
Through the efficiencies of the trouble telegraph, which transmits bad
news 100 times faster than good, the dissent is easily disseminated to those
old enough to gain access. (If the atmosphere isn’t quite bad enough, send
in a couple of police thugs to arbitrarily arrest a few 'troublemakers', the
ones obviously loitering with intent to get their money back, after travelling
up from Brighton, Eastbourne, Southampton and parts more remote still.)
Now put the support band on stage. Push fifty or so skinheads up
against the two-foot stage. What happens? The people at the front get
pushed over the front and onto the stage, from where they will be removed.
This is a repetitive nightmare, like living in an impossible Escher drawing
where the threat never diminishes, just goes round and round.
Now add a road-crew to the mixture who are tired, angry and frustrated
by nature, and you have the potential for a good size riot. Which is exactly
what we got, two-thirds of the way through our set. Steve, the guitar
specialist roadie, is an ex-Motorhead heavy. He lights the blue touch paper
when he and two other crew members go into the audience to try and
relieve the frontstage crush. On the first attempt they succeed in separating
some clashing skins and, having bullied them into temporary submission,
start to walk away.
But the skins follow and Steve makes the terrible error of turning back
and facing them down again. This time the skins, united in the face of a
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common foe, encircle the roadies and with the speed and coordination of
pack animals, close for the kill. Groups of youths run across the hall
following Steve, desperate to escape. They corner him and systematically
beat and kick him, distributing the work fairly amongst the fifteen of them.
Other groups engage and disengage as the running battle draws more of
each side into the fray. We are forced to leave the stage at this point, having
finished our set. We forgo an encore.

There’s a (staged) riot going on. (Afterwards, we tidied up like the nice boys we are…)
In our dressing room, Albie vents his rage. He is fiercely protective of
the band, crew and gear (in that order) and he is reluctant to bring the band
down to the gig from their hotel. His outrage is passionate; if the promoter
had not been wisely absent, Albie would definitely have set about him. He
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tells me that he wants to pull out of the gig, but here the finance shows its
power over principle; without the cash from tonight's performance, he
cannot pay the hotel bills or move the entourage.
"You may not believe this~ but Jimmy can spend £500 in a night just
on room service,” he confides, "and I've got to pay it tomorrow morning.”
He calls the band. Sham go on, an hour late. They play a short set, less than
thirty minutes, to a crowd of 100 people, the troublemakers having been
ejected. Jimmy loses his voice shouting at the remaining punters, berating
them for the ills of the society in which they live, and for which Jimmy
seems to hold them responsible. Dave, the guitarist, limps on and off stage
with the aid of a walking stick. He is in much pain throughout the tour
from a slipped disc received in weight training the previous week. The
sound is shit, a viscous mess as unpleasant as the crowd. No-one will regret
leaving this converted bowling alley far behind them.
One more incident took place before we left the Top Rank. Among the
congregation back stage is a young skinhead called Stuart McBride. He
came, along with two mates from Portsmouth, to see Sham 69. He claims
he was evicted for no reason halfway through Sham's set. Now he queues
with the little girl fans outside Jimmy's door, while his mates relay to us
their fear of the London skins.
"We thought they'd all come down, like. We came here expecting to
get a right kicking.”
McBride sees Jimmy who, on demand, reaches into his pocket and
gives McBride his money back. He returns triumphant and grins savagely
round the room.
"Yeah ..... I got ' is 'ome address too." His voice is gruff with youthful
cynicism. "I s'pose I'll go home and write 'im a nice love letter…ooh
Jimmy, oh Jimmy…I lurve you Jimmy…" Everyone laughs.
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Out by the truck, we talk with the crew for a few minutes about the
events of the night, the possibility of a repeat performance at Swindon
tomorrow, which is the closest we get to London on the tour, and the
unfortunate timing of the West Ham away match with Cardiff which will
bring hundreds of Sham 69 supporters through Swindon by train after the
match. There can be no loose ends in the security arrangements tomorrow.
Steve comes limping over. He's been looking for the promoter with the
express view of airing his personal dissatisfaction.
"We just held him back until we'd been paid ," explains Carl.
"And then you turn him loose?” I motion to Steve. "Sort of tour
animal, as it were."
Carl laughs. “You should have seen him on the last tour; he lost his hat
over the front. The next thing I could see was Steve diving head-first over
the crash barrier with a steel bar in his hand. That time he got it back,
though."
"What - you mean he lost his hat?" I like a good hat myself; they are
very personal items, jealously guarded, and to lose one is a great misfortune.
If Steve hadn't been quite so eager, he would probably have it still. No
matter the degree of our hubris, the scales must always balance before the
close of business.
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DAY SEVEN: SWINDON
This morning we made our award for the best looking chambermaid
of the tour so far. To be pulled from grateful slumber by some fearsome,
angry woman, broom in hand like a weapon, peering round the door with
an expression just like your mum after you’ve borrowed her car without
permission and reversed it into a wall, well – it can be a most disturbing
start to the day.
Today is the rarer event: I open my eyes to see a beautiful, slender
blonde of twenty or so, who backs out making charming apologies. Shit –
if she’d asked I would have cleaned the room for her.
Inspired and energised, I jump out of bed and make for the dining
room in search of another glimpse – a futile effort, dammit! Breakfast
completed, the swimmers take to the beaches and Fred goes back to bed. I
utilize the morning to write my notes and take care of some small matters
of personal hygiene.
At departure time, Mick is missing. He has the disarming habit of
disappearing at the crucial moment; we wait for an hour in the lobby of the
hotel. Tired of waiting, I disappear: on my return, Mick is the first to tell
me that I've been holding them up. Bloody cheek!
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Fred enjoying some well-earned rest
On yet another sunny day we drive up from Bournemouth to Swindon,
a picturesque journey through the Wiltshire Downs. After passing through
many hamlets and villages with improbable names, we enter Swindon and
direct ourselves to the Oasis, which looks to all concerned like a nuclear
reactor. Consisting of a long massive structure, square and gaunt, and a
copper-coloured dome 200ft high and 100ft across, these mutually
incomprehensible styles house Swindon's Civic Pride; the Oasis Sports and
Leisure complex.
Inside, the spacious corridors are lined with tropical plants; there seems
to be something green and growing in every conceivable space. I
immediately head down the building from the giant gymnasium in which
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we will play, towards the swimming pool, which is housed under the
aforementioned dome.
I am startled by the incredible sight that greets me. Within the vast,
sunny area of the dome the pool is an irregular series of blue tiled expanses,
each area different in nature: a long , shallow slope down to two feet in
depth, a deep (12ft) area with a wave machine, a kiddies pool, a diving area;
all are linked together by the clear water. And all around under the dome,
a wild profusion of massive tropicana; ferns, rubber plants, vines and
creepers, It's a very lush, seductive environment, well-conceived and
executed.

Fool that I am, and with time to spare, I go off in search yet again for
the miniature cassettes. My intention is to record conversations for later
inclusion in this essay, but I am frustrated at every turn. However, on the
way back to the venue I act rather out of character; I stop at the roadside
and hail a young girl who I have only seen from behind as I drew past her.
"Do you know where the Oasis is? " I ask.
She looks down the street as if looking for a sign. "I'm sorry, I’m a
stranger here,” she smiles. "I'm looking for it myself." Somehow, I knew
that already.
"Are you going to the Sham 69 concert? 'Cos that's where I'm heading.
We could look for it together," I suggest, trying not to look too
disingenuous.
She is very hesitant, examining me carefully. (Later, she tells me she
considered herself reasonably safe; I was alone and, in her own words: "I
took a look at you and thought, 'I can handle him'." I’m sorry to report
she never tried.)
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She makes her decision and climbs in. I drive directly to the Oasis, but
she makes no comment. We park by the truck and she realises that I'm
with the band.
"Can I help you with your gear?" she asks politely. I tell her that the
luggage is already inside.
"But you can help me hang out the washing," I add, giving her a bundle
of wet clothes: driving away at the start of my search, I had failed to notice
Nik and Trev's wet laundry draped in the sun over mirrors, aerials and
bumpers. Only when a tee-shirt flew across the windscreen did I cotton on,
so to speak. Then I had to stop and re-trace my steps, collecting items of
underwear scattered around the grounds of the sports centre.
She hands the wet bundle back to me without bothering to comment.
I do it myself.

Noise is the common feature of all dressing rooms. Shouted
conversation over guitar players trying to tune and liggers looking for food
singing Sham numbers as if to legitimise their presence. Today is doubly
chaotic as we are sharing one large room with Sham 69.
As we warm up for our set, Albie comes in with two stunning females;
Fran, his partner, and Dave the Guitarist's girlfriend, Sue. Both are elegant,
sexy, dressed in body-stockings, boots and flying jackets. They make a big
impact on several of us who happen to have no trousers on. Undaunted, I
walk up and proffer my hand to Fran. Albie introduces us and I notice that
he’s dressed for the occasion; for the first time he is not in his roadie
uniform – tour jacket, black, with name and rank on the front and tour
logo across the back; torn jeans with huge clusters of hardware hung from
belt hooks left and right, and the inevitable sneakers.
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"Coo, look at Albie, all tarted up” I whisper to his missus
mischievously. “He doesn't usually look like this y'know,”
There are wolf whistles all round as we admire his black jump suit, zips
at every seam. Maybe it dismantles; component clothing?
"Do you not wear trousers then?" asks Sue, equally impish. I take the
point, shut up and get dressed.

Just before we go on stage, Mick says to me, "I wonder what today's
event will be, I mean, we haven't had an event yet today." We now expect
a major event of some kind every day: they seem to occur at a reliable rate.

The audience are relaxed, interested and responsive. We play a very
good, tight set on this vast temporary stage (which the road crew had had
to assemble themselves when they arrived). There is no spitting.
When Sham 69 take the stage I go out front. At the mixing desk I meet
Fran, Albie’s partner, and we dance behind the desk until I'm too exhausted
to continue. I can't get into the dressing room as it's been locked while
Sham are on, so I loiter at the side of the stage, where I see Albie with blood
all over his face. He's been hit by a flying bottle, cutting open a long gash
across his forehead. One of the bouncers tells me that they caught the
culprit and have taken him out back for a thrashing. Rough justice: I
wonder if they got the right guy.
Meanwhile, Jimmy pulls the most showbiz stunt of the tour. The
bouncers have rescued a ten-year-old boy from the crush at the front of the
stage. Jimmy grabs the boy, who is dressed in full skinhead regalia, and
leads him back to the centre of the stage. He urges the bewildered little kid
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to choose any number from the Sham repertoire, which they can sing
together . Of course, the poor little chap doesn't know Sham songs from a
bar of chocolate and has to be ruthlessly prompted to choose what is in any
case the next number in the set. The band set off and Jimmy shoves the
microphone repeatedly at the boy, struck dumb by the sudden public
appearance. The band are playing "Tell the Children,” It's a good song,
sullied by the cheap and clumsy exploitation, but it looks superficially
charming, this tough anti-hero kneeling beside a tiny little skinhead,
delivering his plea for the Pursey version of enlightened parenthood.

On the journey to London, where we will stay tonight, the car is
bursting at the seams with bodies. Shank's Swiss girlfriend Karyn has come
down for the gig, and she occupies Shanks’ place in the car. Unbelievably,
Shanks has crammed his bulk into the back with the luggage, and the seven
of us cruise the M4 back to town.
"You OK, Shanks,” Fred enquires. There is muttering in the back. He
serves a useful purpose though, as he has unrestricted view of the rear and
tells us when we are followed by patrol cars.
''Oi, tail-gunner, how's our rear,” Fred would shout out. Then he
remembers another modification to the car. It's a phone in the back of the
car, and a switch under the dash pressed rhythmically causes it to ring.
"Answer the phone, Shanks,” calls Nik.
We hear the sounds of a man desperately searching for a ringing
telephone in a very confined space full of luggage.
"HEY MAN, ANSWER THE FUCKING THING, WILL YOU!"
shouts Fred, pressing away gleefully. Suddenly, the ringing stops: Shanks
has found the phone.
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"Hello...who?...Nik? Hold on, I'll see if he's here. Hey Nik…?"
“Yeah," Nik answers laconically.
“It's for you.”
"Tell 'em I'm out to lunch," says Nik.
"He's out to lunch…O.K...bye now."
"Who was it,” Nik enquires.
"Your chef."
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DAY EIGHT: BIRMINGHAM
Home: the night I spent in my own bed, in my own room, should have
been a pleasant sojourn away from the rigours of touring; now I remember
that I prefer to stay away. Anyway, I discovered that the difference between
my room at home and say, the hotel room in Sheffield, is absolutely
minimal. Once I've scattered my personal belongings across a room in my
slovenly fashion, all rooms start to look the same – except your average
hotel room is better decorated.

Our departure is scheduled for midday; the meet is England’s Lane
again. Trusting (and optimistic) soul that I am, I arrive on time, only to
find half the band absent, the other half eating breakfast. It'll be at least
two hours before a move is made and I decide to replenish our exhausted
supply of smoke. An hour later, on my return, all the members of the band
are present but it still takes another hour before the luggage finds its way
downstairs.
When I step out into the eighth day of brilliant sunshine I see our car,
half way down the street, double parked and with its hood up. The car it’s
parked next to also has its hood up, so there’s clearly some kind of
mechanical exchange going on.
In fact, Fred has been accosted by a Rasta in the street who, upon seeing
Fred, guitar in hand, offers this classic, if redundant, greeting: “Hello, are
you a musician?
"Yes...,” admits Fred.
“Oh…my car won't start.”
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And Fred, with the generous spirit of the mechanised musician, lends
a hand; the Rasta turns out to be reggae musician J.P. and we pass a pleasant
half hour chatting in the sun, taking photos, peering with fraudulent
familiarity into the bowels of his car and offering alternative culture advise
on the miscreant mechanics, mostly of a religious or metaphysical beat.

Alternative AA: Dead Fred offers a bit of roadside assistance to JP

Nothing fixes JP’s car. Exhausted of ideas, we offer commiserations and
head for the motorway. The last stop is for petrol and chocolate, my
prestigious consumption of which will become near-legendary if I write
enough about it.
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The journey is uneventful except for the fly-past. A mortal offends Fred
mightily with his overtaking attitude and once past us, we swear revenge;
Fred guns up from 85 to a steady ton and we draw past the offender; all
five of us (minus driver) bear to the inside windows of the car as we stare
in our most hostile fashion at the other car for the duration of the pass. A
hapless couple stare back, first in astonishment, then in fear. He goes visibly
pale; the sight of five animals seemingly ready to jump him from a car
alongside doing 100 mph was clearly disturbing. He brakes and pulls into
the inside lane, dropping further and further back.
"Who're yer screwing, then,” someone shouts belatedly.
"That'll learn 'im, screwing us,” says Mick.
There is a lot of heavy cockney banter on the tour. Use of the word
'man' is ultra-passé and not very punk; 'mate' is considered the only
legitimate form of personal address. The sub-language is a common
product of the touring business: a way to form and then maintain a group
identity, in part to counter the restless isolation of being on the road, in
part to keep alive the bond we’ve formed.

Three-quarters of an hour after we arrive at the Top Rank, we manage
to get in. The interim period is spent banging on the doors with any
conceivable object: we can't make enough noise to attract the attention of
our crew, but we do of course attract two passing policemen (yawn), who
question us suspiciously and insist that this is the only entrance to the
building. We are eventually admitted by the other ‘only’ entrance,
reminding me of a drummer I worked with who, when trying to get in to
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a department store in Dublin, was told by the doorman that the front door
was not in use, ‘but you can use the other front door round the side’.
We also provide free passage for the Video Stars as they are known; our
punkette girls from Sheffield, who have hitched the long journey in a single
lift. The most forthright is a teenager with indeterminate colour spikey
hair, a leather jacket sporting a catalogue of her popular heroes and a
puppy-fat body over-filling her tee-shirt and torn jeans. She has grotesque
tastes in make-up and hides her pretty face convincingly, but her eyes are
as bright as her northern mind and the room crackles with her nervous
tension.

Sham 69 fans slumming it with Trev in a dressing room somewhere or other…
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Between exclamations, she describes her current harrowing situation.
Ostracised by her divorced mother and her lover, she returns every three
days to Sheffield only to forestall being put into care. She is under continual
pressure to act her age, which is contradictory since she has the attitude and
world-weary maturity of a girl twice her age. She is capable and
independent, but her tough exterior provides little or no protection from
the loveless indifference of her mother, and the rigid, impersonal
bureaucracy of social services. Forced to be a child; she could contribute
her dynamism to our culture if she wasn't so busy trying to escape it.

Tension. A remarkable phenomenon, sometimes so thick it’s more like
a physical presence than an atmosphere. It’s here in Brum: I can feel it on
stage as soon as I step out of the wings. The cause of the friction is Albie,
who doesn’t seem to understand the difference between the lads of the tour
crew – the temporary local helpers – and the professionals who, consumed
in their passion, only take pleasure in a job well done, and have no time for
games.
So, as Carl attempts to perfect the sound of the snare drum in his
monitor system, Albie presses a thick bunch of rag onto the drum as he hits
it, producing an untenable noise for Carl to administer. Carl is forced to
admonish Albie, who in turn becomes defensive. He leans over the kit at
Carl on the side of the stage.
"Can't I have a bit of fun then, eh? Everyone else winds me up, that's
O.K. But if I have a wind up with someone it's another story." He goes on
in this persecuted vein and the protracted argument heats until both parties
quit the stage, consumed in a red mist of mutual incomprehension.
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Albie is caught in an ironic mirror image of the conflict splitting Sham
69 asunder. Albie has been with the band from the start and even before
that: “me an' Jim, we was playing football when we was kids; way, way
back. He’s like a bruvver to me, Jim.”
Early on, Albie was the band’s bass player but evidently he couldn't cut
it. He stepped down, he implies, out of love for the lads, and a wish not to
get in their way. It's a simple matter to find a permanent position in the
crew, an eminent position, by way of compensation in a situation like this.
Now Albie lives, eats and sleeps Sham 69 with all the lads, just the same as
if he were still in the band – except for the fame and money – so there’s
always some resentment just under the surface bonhomie.
For all of them, an era is passing right in front of their eyes. Now, they
deal with tour statistics, mortgages tax evasions, unit sales and the cold
factual process of selling product. Gone are the carefree, irresponsible days
when all obstacles were authoritarian attacks, madness was the message,
and anarchy wasn’t constrained by its own rules, back before it became
fashionable (and marketable).
Managers, record company execs, A&R men, promoters and anyone
else looking to make money out of the lads, all watch like hawks now,
hovering on the side-lines, predatory demands in their sharp eyes as they
scan for new exploitation opportunities. Under this commercial scrutiny,
adrenaline amateurism turns into practiced guile, repeatable on demand.
The rebellion takes a back seat, replaced by fawning stagecraft aimed at any
wider audience that might provide some extra mileage for a journey rapidly
running out of road.
Albie too, can no longer justify his position as stage manager unless he
meets the new standards and responsibilities that success and money
demand of him. He is no longer a willing helper in mayhem but a member
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of a paid team who's connections with the band are professional and
financial, not social or vocational. He frequently laments the lack of
comradeship that, incidentally, our band has in copious quantity: the
mystique of the unpaid, the unquestionably dedicated.
Those days are gone for Sham 69, who must now manipulate the
machine they profess to despise, or be ruthlessly manipulated by it as they
fall into obscurity. There is a terrible schism growing between Jimmy’s
quest for greater fame among the establishment, and the exhortations he
delivers nightly to his audience urging them to reject the embraces of
conformity. Handled rather better by some of Jimmy’s more
uncompromising peers, this conflict between roots and ambition is tearing
the band apart as Jimmy turns ever inward for a solution to his own
dilemma.

On stage the preliminaries of the sound-check take place; Steve
Sunderland, the balance engineer, has finished setting up his 'toys' as they
are commonly known; the effects and repeats and phasers and flangers and
harmonizers and other stuff filling the racks by the mixing desk. Most of it
gets used too. Finally, we get a look at the ‘other’ band who’ve been on tour
with us all this time: The Morons.
Every crew on tour forms an impromptu band; they are chosen by
default, the metric for membership is not musicianship; you join this band
by a process of elimination; being the crew member making the least
offensive noise with the instrument of choice.
The Morons consist of Tony, our sound engineer, on bass; Steve, the
guitar tech; Pete from the lighting crew on drums and joined today by our
own Fred who takes over the bass and performs a stirring rendition of
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Rocky Mountain High, amongst other barely recognisable tunes. It sounds
terrible. And this is the racket Steve uses to set up the desk and check his
connections.

The Morons, with Fred and Nik guesting; Steve and Tony on guitars, Pete on drums
Meanwhile, the propaganda corps are at work. My illustrious
companions are running amok through the building with spray cans of
paint, some luminous, with which they are defacing every wall they find;
the logo becomes so obtrusive – the letters I.C.U. superimposed in one
figure – that Albie receives complaints from two consecutive promoters.
Nothing deters our soldiers of sedition, however. Every conceivable surface
gets the treatment as thick felt pens are produced from the well-stocked
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graffiti kit! As a result, we come off stage into a room in which even the
mirrors are obscured by our legend.
My notes on this occasion simply say "play private gig to empty hall.”
Which was a shame as we played exceptionally well here to an excellent
monitor mix and a tight, clear stage sound, but no people.
Tony, who mixes our sound, approaches me backstage. "Christ, Lil'Bit,
you stood in one spot all night,” he observes, chiding me. "You must have
smoked a big bowl before you went on."
My laughter gives me away. "Well spotted that man,” I retort as I walk
off. To paraphrase Ricky Nelson, when you can’t please anyone (‘cos they
didn’t turn up) you got to please yourself.

And hide not thy face from thy servant; for I am in trouble: hear me speedily
In the hotel room lie remnants of great religious zeal from another age:
Gideon’s bibles. The six of us lay in recumbent style after the gig; air is
thick and sweet and yellow in the single overhead light. Nik is reading a
bible. He whistles and draws his breath.
"Listen to this, I picked this at random, just curiosity really.”
It is psalm 69. Words and images flicker through my inner eye as he
reads:
"Save me, O God, for the waters are come in unto my soul. I sink in deep
mire, where there is no standing. I am come into deep waters, where the floods
overflow me.” And I think back…
Let the heaven and earth praise him, the seas, and everything that moveth
therein...
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Sham 69 launch into the set in front of a hall half-full, mostly skinhead,
and displaying a singular disregard for the band. In his attempt to forge
some atmosphere, Jimmy regales the crowd with a spiteful cocktail of
indignation, rhetoric, football crowd invective and monotony. He shouts
or whispers, no in-between, aided by five thousand watts of a P.A.
His raps follow repetitive themes, mostly conflicting with the casually
acquired notoriety he now wishes to disown. He repeatedly attempts to
deny that he’s any kind of leader figure amid exhortations that the crowd
should "lead themselves, be individuals." The diatribes have the edge of
hysteria common to a man pleading for his life while trying to sell you
insurance.
He vilifies the authoritarians and bureaucrats who persecute him,
endlessly trying to equate the symbolism of anarchy that Sham 69 want to
be, with the repression of individualism that he insists his audiences suffer.
Fringe fights are breaking out in several places: music and harangues add
to the tension.
Pleas for peace are philosophic, then threatening, finally pathetic as he
bargains for a new reputation like a shop-keeper. Fighting is now
widespread and the club management call in a police contingent waiting
outside.
The police separate the warring factions and remove many of the
protagonists to the confines of the prison bus outside. The main strength
remain in the hall, surrounding the audience in a circle of blue uniform
conformity.
Jimmy, incensed by the police presence and the lost control it
represents, gives up his unlikely pleas for peace and love and joins the other
side. He dedicates the next number to the police. It is 'Borstal Breakout’.
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The skins roar with violent approval. As a man, the crowd turn outward
to the encircling police. Bodies contort and writhe. The pulse of the band
drives the frantic pogoing higher. The first wave of kamikaze skins lunge at
the police line. More follow suite. The police start to back away, breaking
rank.
As wave after wave of new wave breaks upon them, hurried commands
are issued and the retreat is on. Audience and band are elated by the rout,
unified at last, and as always, in the face of the common foe.
Sham 69 begin another number, but an outflanking manoeuvre
redresses the balance in favour of the police. The power is shut off by a
technician, who locks himself in the switch room. I am standing backstage
when Tony, in a rage, storms up to the door. Undaunted by the lock, he
rips the door off its hinges and is only thwarted by his inability to locate
the correct switch. I look into the room as he leaves and see a frightened
electrician emerge from a cupboard.

In the Indian restaurant, where Trev has ordered a prawn curry so hot
no-one can eat it, we listen to reports of the clash on the midnight news
broadcast by Radio Birmingham. It is followed by a phone-in Archbishop
giving theological advice to his listeners.
Amen.
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DAY NINE: MANCHESTER
I awake to the theory of splashing.
I have been out of bed for two hours performing the task of sleep-eating
(breakfast), sleep-loading (car) and sleep-sleeping (travel). My eyes open,
finally, of their own accord, and my body finds itself at the Chasewater
Reservoir outside Cannock, with the stalwart health freaks who demanded
today's early start and subsequent detour. It's a cold but sunny day, the
wind chilling and ice-toothed in the pale, tired morning. Or is it me? So
naturally my contempt falls upon the pseudo-toughs: the aquababies
chicken out and I could have stayed in bed.

Can't seem to get enough sleep today or, to put it another way, don't
have any energy. Probably a lack of vitamins, considering what I have been
forced to eat over these last eight days. Money is very thin, and I have to
plead with Nik to give me a fiver for a visit to a health food shop. He relents
and I scour Stafford while the rest of the band pay a courtesy call to their
midland distributors; Bullet Records.
Bullet are the main independent distribution outlet in the midlands. In
other words, they stock releases from independent record companies such
as Riddle Records, the company that Nik, Trev, Fred and Mick run. The
proprietor tells us that we are only the second band to have ever paid them
a visit, and we create useful goodwill for the future. This band have a great
instinct for P.R. on a person to person basis: it's the trademark of the Indies
approach to business, where personal relationships matter more than sales
paraphernalia. Crucial too, in a small company like Bullet, where personal
attitudes among few staff have a direct bearing on the number of times our
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album might be mentioned in telephone calls throughout the day to
prospective stockists, DJs, local radio and other interested parties.

Back in Manchester after all this time: must be five years since I was
last there. And it's not raining! It’s actually sunny: I don't know anyone
who has ever played in ‘Sunny’ Manchester.
In fact, everything here looks good; the Apollo is a converted cinema
and has a large concert stage, with a real auditorium in front of it, a balcony
and tiers of quiet red velvet plush. I love this atmosphere; it lends itself to
the act of performing.
There are proper dressing rooms too, with mirrors, lights, and even a
wash-basin. The discovery of HOT water causes everyone to wash their
hands for the sake of novelty. For an added bonus we discover the hotel,
called Normans, is a mere one hundred yards from the Apollo. I check in
with Fred; we claim our rooms and head back.
To find a dressing room so full of females my eyes hurt. Numbering
ten in all, there are four girls who were at the stage door who, naturally, got
escorted to our dressing room. Then there are the four modest misses from
Blackburn, and even two of the Video Stars from Sheffield, who put in yet
another dedicated appearance. One of the newest arrivals is writing a report
of events to deliver before her class mates tomorrow. I spend half an hour
answering questions, giving her information about touring in general and
going over some of my notes looking for anything she can use.
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Fred in a ‘proper’ dressing room
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Standing by the stage, I'm waiting for the house lights to go down.
Then the audience slowly dematerialises, fading into their seats and the
gloom. They make their presence felt as they roar with approval. They
want to see a band. Us. Christ! A real audience. At last.
The roar increases as we mount the stage, carrying murky promises of
a fun future, they hope: and we hope too. Lights still down, Trev and Mick
start the chant. I face my amp, immobile. It's 360-degree psycho-deliria
sound, so come on.
"Come on, come on, come on…
“Come on, come on. Come On…
“C'mon, C'mon, C'mon, C'mon, C'mon, C'mon. COME ON…"
Hoarse voices and pounding floor drums. Dark, menace, threaten.
They come to an abrupt halt and I scream ONE TWO THREE FOUR,
spinning round and running to the very edge of the stage lobbing bass
grenades at the audience under brilliant arcs of harsh white light.
Eye to eye with the multitude. Contact cross stage: Fred stands,
preoccupied, face a grimace of piano pain. Mick is a fury of flailing limbs;
splash-thump, crack-thump, splash-thump, crack-thump…long legs
pumping from the hip, knees jiggling as mouth motions match his
exertions. Muscle and thrust. Get that shoulder behind the punch.
Trevor, so far away. Across the vast stage, beating his guitar like he
blames it for every iniquity ever imposed on mankind. Standing flat- footed
'till he sees me coming; I am the injector, your vaccination against lethargy.
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He advances towards me, power chords strung low from his thigh. We
circle and tease, back to back energy transfer.
Centre stage, then. Nik in tall, lanky black leather, motorbike chain
and sax melting into each other as he postures and poses, honks and farts,
squeaks and shrills. He contorts his body and clenches his face around the
mouthpiece. Out of the corner of his eye he sees me, looks down at me a
long way below, a smiling gnome shaking the floor away from under him.
Give it up, all of it. Push for pleasure.
Lung power. Our vocals are hard unison, a monotone narrative
stripped of all subtlety and nuance, pared down to the primal essence.
There is little room for harmony, no tune to follow in thirds and fifths.
We start with 'O.B. City Muse'. When we get to the chorus, Trevor
sings:
“…creatures of habit, I like every minute
Finish up my dinner before I begin it.”
Then ‘Short Sharp Shock’, the dog rock. Our ‘Space Invaders’.
‘Watching the Grass Grow’, which I preface with the heartbeat of my bass;
roll the fleshy part of my thumb around the dampened string and SNAP:
stone-dead sound, each beat a dense, low-frequency cube packed solid in a
hard leather shell. Timed around Nik, who screams between the beats:
Doombomp!
"We are the survivors…"
doombomp!
“The eternal survivors"
doombomp!
"Androgynous Energies"
DOOMBOMP!!!
"Floating through TIME…."
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Next: “This is a song about Astrid Proll." Nik orating now. "Remember
her, she was a member of the Bader Meinhof gang. Used to go round
blowing up politicians. We think that's great. This is dedicated to her.
Astrid Proll. It's called 'Solitary Ashtray'."
(‘We think that’s great’? Not all of us, Nik).
Next, a love affair between Trev and plastic: ‘Polly Ethylene’.
Followed by the song we call ‘Khasi’ – described in Trev's own words
that night.
"Ever noticed how cars have a face on the front. Sort of…er…like when
the headlights are the eyes and everything."
Someone jeers.
"Oh, well…er…I thought I'd write a song about it, that's all.”
Somewhat elliptically, the song is actually called ‘Kars Eat With Autoface’.
It’s all going down well, applause after every number. Our dedication
to the workers of Sheffield – ‘Man of Steel’ comes next. My meatiest bass
line, all vast cascades of sliding bass, fretless thunder rolling down
mountains. An avalanche of low frequencies, a man-made local earthquake.
Great song, the crew favourite.
Now we desecrate some classical graves as we perform our single,
‘Paradise Beach’. Based on the 'Ride of the Valkyries’, a number by
Wagner, it is an instrumental of that melody played at sulphate speed 4/4.
In the middle Nik narrates a strange tale which Fred explained to me at
rehearsals: "Basically it's about this girl see, she's gone out to surf by the
nuclear power station, but she forgets to put on her anti-radiation suit.
She's looking for the Devils Curl, the tidal wave so's she can ride it on her
nuclear surf-board. Anyway, the water's radioactive and she dies!
"The devil laughed and smacked his lips
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radioactive babe had her chips
silver sweetheart join the surfer in the sky
on Paradise Beach."
In other words, it’s a surfer’s song. Eat your hearts out Jan and Dean.
The pace is hotting up now as we near the twin climaxes of our set. We
race through ‘Readout: Cybernetic Love’, a furious tempo giving me
adrenaline enough to climb Sham’s drum riser behind Mick, who doesn't
have one, where I sway above the heads of the band and crowd alike.
We follow up with another atomizer, our social critique of ‘Nuclear
Waste’, containing the eloquent chorus line, "Nuclear waste, we don’t want
that shit; nuclear waste, we don't need it’. No ambiguity there, I believe.
It sounds like a last number, a regular little Armageddon all of its own,
and as it shudders to a halt, the audience cheer. But Nik strikes a new pose
and blasts out the memorable opening melody of the Miller classic, ‘In The
Mood’, which we suitably demolish at the fastest tempo of the evening. It
stuns the audience and proves a successful closing number every night, as
it does tonight. We leave the stage to warm applause and shouts for more.
Up the stairs, millions of stairs, sweating and sticky, breath hard to find.
I feel dazed and drained and elated all at once. What a rush. Love it, these
feelings of a gig well played; this is what I get up for every morning on tour,
it’s what makes every hardship and setback irrelevant.
I strip off my boiler suit, the same one I wear to fix my car or splash a
bit of paint around the flat. It's dull olive colour, rips and rents, daubs of
paint and unidentifiable grime are perfectly in keeping with the band, the
image and the tour. The antithesis of showbiz. Back in civvies, I have to
grab a chair and sit down. I'm shattered.
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I do recover enough energy to watch most of Sham 69's set through
the viewfinder of Nik’s camera . The stage looks great, lights are high and
far enough away from the band to look like the spectacle they should, and
as they drive through a superb set I click away from stage and the
auditorium. It's this great audience who make the night; they know every
chorus of every song and Jimmy hardly sings, spending most of his time
holding the microphone over the heads of the crowd. When he appeals to
them to prove they could have a gig without violence, the thunderous
agreement of the crowd is awesome.
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The audience back up the band all through the set, through two encores
and still want more. The band leave the stage and only Jimmy returns to
tell them Dave can't go on any more 'cos of his back, and to thank them
profusely for their support. An emotional ending.
The prevailing mood of euphoria backstage plus the comfort of the
luxurious dressing room finds me in conversation with Sham's drummer
Rikki. He's from the U.S. – where I’ve been for the last three years – and
we shoot the breeze for half an hour not really saying much. It's a curtesy
call, really.
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When the time comes to leave, Fred has disappeared. The car is gone
and so is one of the girls. We hang around until nearly everyone else is gone
and there are just five of us plus three girls from Sheffield, one pubescent
and two fully fledged groupies with satin pants, bomber jackets, high heels
and peroxide locks. They have come to see Shanks and the lure of a party
at Sham's hotel keeps them with us. First, we must deposit our luggage,
which is still in the venue. This is where my carrying rule pays dividends. I
load up and walk across the rough ground behind the Apollo to the hotel.
The others eventually follow suit, but by the time they are checked in, I'm
already changed and ready to burn.
The ladies have a mini into which they, Nik, Shanks and myself cram
ourselves. (The advantages of being a little bit). The youngest girl is
surreptitiously smuggled into one room to kip the night. We're off to the
Sandpiper.
Oh, how we danced. At least, I did anyway. There was a certain amount
of acrimony concerning the music in the disco, but it’s what they play:
disco music.
That’s the tone of the evening, dancing endlessly with Dave's girlfriend
Sue, who has itchy feet too. I dance for hours, only to be willingly upstaged
by the appearance of Hot Gossip, who are staying here. I sit down to watch
them gyrate at close quarters. Phew! Very uplifting.

Departure time, and Shanks is off in search of a room in which to
wrestle with his escort. We drift off in a taxi, which takes us to a vile pie
stand whose four a.m. filth I have to throw in the bin.
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DAY TEN: GLASGOW

It's 5.30 in the morning.
Nik wakes up in the back of the car and asks: "Where are we?"
Fred, nursing a very sick car, replies: "Finchley Road."
"How did we get here?"
"Mind over matter, mate!"

Fred's birthday, if he had but known it, was a portent like several others
scattered along the way. The first came as we finished our tea and toast in
the company of the glitter girls from Sheffield. They both look tired, but
for different reasons. One has been up all night with Shanks, while the
other endured a disturbing encounter with a troubled star. She’s been
locked in a hotel room all night with Jimmy who, far from taking any carnal
interest in her, has spent the whole night talking about himself, and his
new-found problems.
"He kept saying, over and over, 'I'm Jimmy Pursey, I'm Jimmy
Pursey,” she tells us, rolling her eyes repeatedly. She likens his state to shellshock, largely from the performance which, for the first time this tour , has
transcended the limitations imposed on him (or that he imposes on
himself). His head is in bad shape, she reckons, and she's right, dead right.
The second sign was falling from the sky as we stepped out to load the
car. Rain: I view the downpour with mixed feelings; the first day of rain on
the tour and with only two more days to go it seemed a shame that the
weather should break. That said, Manchester preserves and maintains its
inclement reputation, which I find oddly reassuring. And I said this to
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someone, I swear I did – I said, "Pity the tour isn't over today, that way
we would have had sunshine the whole tour long."
It was over, of course. We just didn’t know it yet.

When we arrived, finally, in Glasgow, found the gig and entered the
hall, there was no equipment to be seen. Only eight morose roadies.
Albie makes us all sit down, a hilariously dramatic touch, and proceeds
to explain that Jimmy has cancelled the last two dates. He claims to have
caught something off of Grant, the tour manager; some filthy remarks are
made, but general opinion is that he's lost simply lost the plot.
But that's it; this tour is over. I would have liked a better atmosphere
in which to say our goodbyes: we owe this crew a great deal for their
helpfulness and consideration. I remember at Bournemouth, when the
trouble started, it was one of the crew who was first across the stage in our
defence, not Shanks, who stood and watched. Tony, who mixed the sound
every night for us must have done a fine job, listening to the cassette he
made last night. Carl, his curly hair always the best clue to his whereabouts.
Laughs easily too, an attribute I enjoy in colleagues. The inimitable Albie,
who has had enough space in here already, Tim, the bass tech who moved
all his gear one night so that I could hear myself properly; I never want to
take people like this for granted because I know from bitter experience what
life on the road can be like without this kind of help, this generosity.
We shake hands, say the things that can be said and the crew take their
leave, many of whom I will never see again; Steve Hood, our maniac with
a heart of gold and a plectrum in every pocket; Pete and Lawrence who lit
us every night with everything they had; not like most tours, where the
support bands stand in gloom with only a third of the lighting ever turned
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on. And John, the apprentice working the tour for no wages, who has
worked as hard as any. Paying his dues.
They slip away into the rush-hour traffic. The tour is disintegrating so
fast; yesterday was all purpose and efficiency and camaraderie. Today it is
history.
Glasgow can be a gloomy enough place as it is without the aimless,
fragmented air of disillusion that pervades the car. Our solemn state is
echoed by our poor limo, which has developed a chronic engine problem
causing it to cough, fart and splutter as we thread our way through the
Glasgow suburbs. The concrete desolation makes a fitting backdrop for our
mood and we stop on a broken piece of landscape for a last photo-session.
I have six frames left and as I wind off the last of them another chapter of
the tour finishes in my hands.
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I will have to work hard not to allow the mood to overcome me, a
mood I do not share as the jigsaw clues have just fallen into place. Today
had to be the last day. I mean, everything adds up; our last gig was great,
probably the best gig of the tour regardless of the cancelled dates. Finish on
a high. We had a party, an end of tour party if we had but known, and I
got to dress up, to wear my party clothes and ponce around. I photographed
the gig last night, on the final night. Could've blown that totally – I would
have had no pictures of Sham 69 on stage to embellish this little saga. As
for the weather; well, I can truthfully say it was sunny for the WHOLE
tour.
One more, no, two more things. I'll be back in time to sign on, which
I would have missed otherwise. A small point, but convenient. And the
tour started on Shank's birthday, finished on Fred's. A nice line in
coincidences, if you believe in them.
For the first time, the calculating minds among us work out that the
mileage we will eventually cover today will be enormous. Over seven
hundred miles, for nowt. I settle back in my seat. May as well get
comfortable; we’re going to be here a while longer. We find the motorway
quickly and the Glasgow grey gives way to pastel lowlands. The bleak,
austere beauty reinforces my melancholy as I reflect on the events of the
last twelve days. The overwhelming feeling is one of wonder at the spectacle
I have witnessed. All the people and events and confrontations and places
jammed into breakneck living with never a dull moment. No time to be
bored or tired, or haunted by a feeling I’m missing vital life in action every
moment my dulled senses refuse to focus.
There is a little conversation at first, each of us reflecting on much the
same, I guess. A wave of affection for these people takes me and for the first
time I notice the track playing on the cassette; Bowie's 'Boys'. Sums it up
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adequately, the close relationship, fraternal concord between us, a band of
brothers united, in this case by our music. The music, scenery and
poignancy of the moment combine to stamp an indelible memory of this
perfect moment in the place where I keep indelible memories.
"It's my first visit to Scotland," says Trev, "I like it."
We both grin; we’ve been here all of 45-minutes.

When conversation picks up, it employs the normal vocabulary of the
tour, every other word an expletive and everyone's a 'mate'. Suddenly, Trev
twists round in his seat. "That's enough of that degenerate speech, thank
you. You can stop doing it now, the tour's over…peace and love man!"
Greedy tyres chewing up the miles. It is still light at the services. I eat a
great meal, gammon and chips, while Fred peruses the engine in search of
its mysterious complaint.

Gathered around the car we await the completion of Fred's
ministrations. Exercise becomes the main topic of conversation and after a
discussion of various martial arts, Trevor spontaneously invents a new
system. Called 'Wimpedo', it caters specifically for the weaklings that
appear in body-building adverts.
Trevor demonstrates. "Wimps, assume your asanas," he cries, and
contorts his body through a series of grotesque and ludicrous postures. The
diners nearest the window watch us, the consternation on their faces
enough to create even more hysterical laughter. We’re all working hard not
to be too depressed, or too pissed off at that fucking wimp Percey, him and
his pathetic, self-important cancellations. No honour, no respect for the
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fans, no professionalism. He’s let the whole tour down, every single one of
us. Fuck him.
The sound of smacking lips, tongues rolling, jaws cranking. Saliva
running riot. Everyone chewing gum. Nervous energy. Symptomatic of our
times, gum chewing. Nik is very quiet . He hates to lose the chance to do
a gig. It offends his basic nature, that of trying to get across to as many as
possible despite any obstacle. To have cancelled two gigs for the most
whimsical of reasons – he has nothing bad to say about Sham 69, but he's
very, very quiet, that's all.
But he's had a multi-identity tour, as Trev points out. The 'Thunder
Rider', as we call him after his character inspiration in the Michael
Moorcock series, has played an important role in the tour; leader of the
support band, guest with the main attraction, roadie, humper, personal
manager, record company executive, even bouncer. (Well, he stood looking
threatening and tough, which is all that most bouncers have to do - like the
Wolverhampton Hells Angels employed at Birmingham to hump and
bounce. Such a charming bunch of guys; the skins were scared shitless of
them. No-one attempted to climb the stage that night.)
Mile after mile. Is London moving away from us at exactly the speed
we move towards it? Bloody feels like it. Been in the car for 14 hours now.
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Dear Lord, how much further?

I have a charming recollection of Shanks. Seated in a dressing room
with his trousers round his knees, no pants. Little shrivelled cock as he sews
up the rent through which his genitals will otherwise protrude.
Inconvenient if you get them caught between two half-ton bass cabinets.
I study my reflection, superimposed over the darkening landscape
beyond the window. The panic at Blackburn when Steve Sunderland,
Sham's mixing engineer, decided to take a nap after sound-check and woke
as we came off stage. Just in time to mix Sham's set. Only it wasn't us
coming off stage at all. It was Sham 69, finishing the set Tony mixed
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because nobody could find Snoring Steve. He won't be allowed to forget
that for quite a while.

Big blue signs, names of towns. Turn off here, the end of your journey,
they announce. Not for us. Every name is of a place that isn’t home. After
16 hours driving, even Watford seems foreign when we pass its signs; too
far away, so not home yet.
We stop at the Blue Boar, of all the motorway stops the most infamous,
both for its appalling culinary efforts, and a traditional haunt for bands on
the road since the early ‘60s. In the harsh neon I look at my companions,
meaning to make a note of their dress for my journal. For the first time I
realise that everyone in the band except me has worn the same clothes for
the duration. I'm the only person with a wardrobe. No wonder they look
so familiar. Speaking of looking familiar, the surroundings are starting to
do just that . Getting closer…

Trevor bursts into poetic life. He renders up a new piece in full voice,
an inescapable dramatic presence in a car:
Metal
Metal
It's not like plastic.
It's not like bricks or air
It’s Metal
Metal
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Mettle
You can make lamp-posts from it.
How do you make a grommet?
Out of Metal!
Metal
Metal
Sharper than a stinging nettle
It's not like beer
It’s Metal
Mettle
Mettle
M.E.T.A.L.
Metal
Plastic
A bit like elastic
A bit like elastic
Plastic
Metal
Plastic
Metal
Out of both can be made
An imitation flower petal
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Mick is busy too. He asks to borrow my notebook and proceeds to
draw industriously. The result is the cartoon in which he brilliantly
captures so much of our involvement in this tour, and this tour's
involvement with us. I’m sorry, but I lost it.

It is 4.30.a.m. The signs now say things like 'North Circular' and 'West
End'. I ponder the dubious attitude this band displays towards the paying
public. I'm all for admitting people to gigs if they can't pay by letting them
in the back-door. I'm all for inviting everyone and anyone backstage,
because I’ve never been comfortable maintaining a distance that suggests
superiority, just ‘cos I jump up on stage and make a racket. But I'm a little
cynical when eighty- five per cent of the recipients of this ‘counter-culture’
hospitality are female, know what I mean? Power to the People – but let’s
liberate the women first?
Nik stirs from his slumbers; the car is spluttering downhill, sick and
tired. Fred is coaxing the last few miles out of the engine that he will later
discover to be running on four out of six cylinders. No. 2 piston has sheared
off at the crown leaving half in the bore and the rest in metal fragments
that will destroy the crank, bearings and oil pump.
"Where are we?" asks Nik.
"Finchley Road."
"How did we get here?"
"Mind over matter, mate. Mind over matter."

England’s Lane. My car is still here even though it doesn't lock up any
more. We have covered seven hundred and forty-two miles today. Six in a
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car from 10.30 yesterday morning until 5.15 this morning. Just short of 19
hours, and I still have to drive home, another three quarters of an hour. I
dump my gear in the car and start up, praying the battery has some life in
it. There are no heart-wrenching goodbyes: I'll see them all tomorrow.
I drop Shanks off at Hammersmith. We shake hands.
"Enjoyed working with you a lot, 'Bit. I've got a soft spot for you, a
real soft spot. Take care of yourself." I feel much the same way – about all
of them.
I crawl into my box at six fifteen. I don't want to turn on the light; I
lay down, still dressed, and wait for sleep to drop the curtain on the final
day.

I have Trev to thank for my title. On our last journey he confided to
me that he felt like a warrior.
"Do you feel like a warrior?" he asks the assembled company.
I know exactly what he means, the feeling he alludes to; he reminds me
of another conversation on another journey, an exchange that started with
Trev’s observation: "It's too late to be a Viking."
Sitting next to him, I mull over his statement.
He repeats it.
"Know what I mean?"
"It's funny you saying that, really; I've been thinking along similar
lines. All this travelling , different places, people, it's got an air of instability,
er, what's the word…?"
"Transience?" offers Trev.
"Yes, exactly; a sense of impermanence. The uncertainty of our day to
day existence means you can't take anything for granted. Keeps you awake
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y'know. And I get a feeling from doing it that seems to appeal on a very
basic level. My body likes to be shaken up, it likes to travel to new places.
It’s the oldest instinct that we have, like an animal instinct, buried in us, to
wander the earth and enjoy our heritage like nomads."
Trev agrees. "Sure, but where can you park a caravan in peace these
days, eh? There are still some nomadic groups though, and they all band
together, have a sense of group identity. Truck drivers for example; film
crews; and people in our profession. Of course, we go a long way back,
back to the travelling minstrels and circuses, mummers, people who made
a living constantly on the move. The circus mystique comes from that."
"And travelling people have always been discriminated against by
authority,” interjects Fred. “The fact that we've seen so many police and
been stopped and questioned so many times is nothing new. Probably been
happening for ever. And with good cause really."
"What do you mean?" I ask.
"Well, consider this. We're a group, right. We pick a town, plan a
strategy to conquer it, or rather its youth. First you send in your equipment.
Then the army follows, and lays siege to the town. Our intent is to capture
the youth of the town, infiltrate the reactionary ideology that they are
caught up in, challenge the status quo and stimulate new ideas. A political
battle, an intellectual war. It's no wonder we get harassed; how can the
bureaucrats fight us in such a war? We represent change, with our distaste
for their petty morals and prohibitive laws. Mothers pulling their hair out
as we corrupt their youth."
And so on. We talk about the Persian war game, Buz Kashi, a
traditional sport in which a hundred horsemen compete with a decapitated
calf as the ‘ball’. It must be carried to the 'goal' area by one player, who is
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the winner. The point Trev makes is that the origins of the game are
symbolic of the disdain nomads hold for farmers, for settled people.
"But there's more than that,” says Trev. “I get this sort of religious
feeling, like Buddhists or some kind of martial arts thing, from travelling
like this, spreading the word peacefully."
"Hardly peaceful, not with that much P.A." I retort. But I know what
he means. There is always a feeling that something unique and rare lies just
beyond the threshold of the moment, and the excitement of this continual
pursuit seems to lead to events that can transcend our everyday experiences,
elevate their meaning and significance, a view of life lifted above humdrum
routine and tedious repetition.
Everything is speeding up. The coming of the digital chip, bringing its
own revolution in communication, heralds a new age, but perhaps it also
heralds the final curtain for the travelling showmen, subsumed by its binary
bleeps.
Is it too late to be a Viking? I hope not.

THE END
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THE CAST LIST
(In order of daily appearance)
Glen Mount Owner driver, Trucking.
The Crew
Albie Maskell

Stage Manager

Tim Featherston-Haugh

Bass Technician

Steve Hood

Guitar technician

John The Apprentice

The Apprentice

Audio lease P.A. Crew
Steve Sunderland

Sham 69 front of house sound

Tony Selinger

ICU front of house sound

Carl Collery

Stage Monitor Facilities

Lights by Chameleon
Pete Barnes

Desk Operator

Lawrence Park

Follow Spot

Inner City Unit
Nik Turner

Sax and Vocals

Trev Thoms

Guitar and Vocals

Dead Fred

Keyboards and Vocals

Lil'Bit (G.P. Wayne)

Bass

Mick Stupp

Drums

Shanks

ICU crew/photographer

Fred's car

Transport
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Foyer Sales and Distribution

Mark, Publicity Wise

Security by Artists Services

J.B. and Brother Paul

Tour Manager

Graham Mitchell

Personal Manager, Sham 69

Grant Fleming

Tour Promoters

Outlaw Matt and Paul

…and the headline act:
SHAM 69
Rikki Rocket

Drums and Vocals

Kermit (Dave Treganna)

Bass and Vocals

Dave Parsons

Guitar and Vocals

Jimmy Pursey

Jimmy Pursey

And all the ladies, especially Fran, Sue, Effie, Sarah and the
chambermaid in Bournemouth.
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